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INTRODUCTION 

 
 

Listening and speaking skills are of paramount importance in learning English 

language. In order to be academically successful, students must leave high school 

with a working understanding of about 50,000 words. Good vocabulary teaching 

involves a lot of talk and practice using language. Listening to academic 

vocabulary being used correctly is an important first step in helping students gain 

confidence before they start speaking with new words. 

 

The present book deals with the vacuum created by the academia, course 

designers, thinkers and educational policy makers in Pakistan, who had always 

been oblivious of the fact that listening and speaking are the most important skills, 

practiced throughout the world. Most English language teachers in our country 

probably do not consider themselves ELA teachers or feel the need to teach 

listening. 

 

Speaking and listening standards have become the forgotten part of the 

conventional classroom settings in Pakistan. Few schools or colleges formally 

assess them. A study found a majority of English language teachers struggled to 

explain how they helped students develop speaking and listening skills. This 

material presented in the book could be very handy if used with proper guidance 

in the language classroom. It can further pave the way for the English language 

learners’ to become independent in their thinking and scholarship.  

 

The estimation of how we spend Our Communication Time, (Worth, 2004). 

Writing:    9%  

Reading:   16%  

Talking:   30%  

Listening:   45% 

 

Interestingly this book can help students’ in their both skills and it could take 

them a long way in their professional and academic lives. How to become a good 

speaker and what is necessary toolkit for the public speaking, it covers all the 

aspects.  Although most of us spend the majority of our day listening, it is the 

communication activity that receives the least instruction in school. The learners’ 

have to struggle a great deal in the later academic life in order to catch up with 

listening owing to the constraints in classroom setting and text book provided. 

The book in hand may be considered a step forward in easing the situation for the 

class teacher and students.   
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OBJECTIVES 

 

 

 

After completion of the course, you will be able to: 

 

1. understand listening skill and its importance in communication 

2. help yourself in supporting listening skill 

3. know the importance of communication in a real life context 

4. identify different problems in your listening including levels of feedback 

5. become a good speaker using speaking skill 

6. know the difference between written language and spoken language. 

7. get yourself familiar with fluency devices in speaking skill 

8. participate in activities in order to enhance speaking skill 

9. get the confidence and material to speak in public 
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Introduction 
 

This unit introduces the basic concept of listening, the difference between listening and 

hearing, and the fundamentals of communication in context of listening. It talks about 

contact and throws some light on establishing good contact while in the process of 

listening. It further explores how first impression can lead to a better and lasting 

communication. Moreover, how verbal and non-verbal communication play an effective 

role in the process of listening skill. At the end of the chapter the learners’ are required to 

jot down their experiences in the personal diary given at the end.  

 

Objectives 
 

After studying this unit, the students’ will be able to: 

1. define listening skill 

2. distinguish between hearing & listening 

3. know about establishing contact in communication 

4. get an idea of the importance first impression 

5. discern between verbal & non-verbal communication  

6. determine the basic principles of starting a conversation  
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1.1 Hearing and Listening: Different Roles in Communication 
 

There are two roles in communication – a listener and a speaker. The listening skill is a 

basic skill of communication. We often take listening for granted – however to be a good 

listener takes a lot of practice, but thankfully this skill of listening can be learned. 

 

It is important to really understand the differences between listening and hearing. 

 

Hearing is one of the five senses of a person and it is the ability to perceive sound by 

detecting vibrations through an organ such as the ear. It is a process of perceiving sound 

through the special sense by which noises and tones are received as stimuli. In hearing, 

vibrations are detected by the ear and then converted into nerve impulses and sent to the 

brain. A person who is unable to hear has a condition known as deafness. Hearing occurs 

even in sleep, where the ear processes the sounds and passes them on to the brain, but the 

brain does not always react to the sound. 

 

Listening also known as ‘active listening’ is a technique used in communication which 

requires a person to pay attention to the speaker and provide feedback. Listening is a step 

further than hearing, where after the brain receives the nerve impulses and deciphers it, it 

then sends feedback. Listening requires concentration, deriving meaning from the sound 

that is heard and reacting to it. Listening is a process of communication, where if the 

person is not listening it can cause a break in communication. Listening is to hear 

something with thoughtful attention. 

 

There are four types of communicators. A ‘non-listener’ is a person that is preoccupied 

with his/her own thoughts and though he is hearing he is not paying attention. Passive 

listeners’ hear the words but do not absorb the meaning and only provide vague answers. 

Listeners’ hear and listen, but they only grasp the meaning of talks that interests them. 

This is most common for people who do not want to listen to a topic on which their views 

differ and will cease to listen to that and start providing their own ideas. Finally ‘active 

listeners’ are the best listeners, not only do they hear the person speak, but they also listen 

with patience and an open mind. They are completely focused on the speaker. 

 

It is said that a good listener becomes the best communicator as he/she understands the 

value of the words and emotions. They take in importance of speaking in a clear manner 

to remove chances of misunderstandings. An active listener has lesser chances of 

misunderstanding and misinterpreting ideas and words as they also pick up on emotions 

that are attached with the words. 

 

Ask yourself the following questions: 

 What the differences between listening and hearing? 

 Why do we need to listen? 

 What is the result of not listening? 

 Why do we not listen? 

 Aspects/dimensions of listening – respect, attention, interest 
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 Other? 

 What are some verbal and nonverbal signs of listening? 

 

Activity 
Materials: Flipchart and Pens Brainstorming 

Make a list of the key points from the group in response to the following questions. 

Why do we need to listen? When do we have to listen? What might go wrong when 

we do not listen? 

What helps us to be a better listener? 

Summarize for the group after the discussion. 

 

1.2 Getting Communication off to a Good Start 
 

Many of us think that communication is talking - and talk we do. We interrupt, advise, 

reassure, judge, analyze, criticize, argue, moralize, threaten, divert, diagnose, etc. But, 

good communication requires good listening as well as talking. In fact, since we have two 

ears and only one mouth, listening just might be the more important skill. However, we 

receive almost no training in good listening and usually do not realize that really 

"hearing" someone is not a passive activity. To be a good listener, we must, first, pay 

attention.  

 

When you are speaking and someone is not paying attention, how do you feel? Annoyed, 

frustrated, discounted, rejected, anxious or angry? Such feelings usually make 

communication more difficult. So how can we show someone who is speaking that we 

really are paying attention to them? We can do this both nonverbally and verbally. 

 

Research shows that about 85% of what we communicate is nonverbal. This includes our 

posture, physical movements, eye contact and our psychological presence. So, when 

someone is speaking to you, is your posture inclined toward the speaker, so as to invite 

and encourage expression? Or is your back turned or your arms or legs tightly crossed, 

which discourages and cuts off involvement? Are you fidgeting or otherwise distracting 

the speaker or yourself? Are you making good eye contact with the person? By looking at 

and observing the speaker, not only will the speaker feel "attended" to, you will learn 

more about what is really important to him or her. Finally, we cannot pretend to pay 

attention by employing these physical techniques without also being psychologically 

present. We can’t fake interest. The speaker will know if our hearts and minds are not 

really there. 

 

Verbal ways of showing that we are paying attention include: 

1. An open invitation to talk 

2. Using one or two words to encourage talking to continue 

3. Asking open-ended questions and  

4. Knowing when to be silent. For example, "You look like something is bothering 

you. Do you want to talk about it?" describes a person’s body language followed by 

an open invitation to talk. It is important to silently allow the person time to decide 
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whether to talk and what to talk about. If someone chooses not to accept the 

invitation, don’t try to force them. Back off and respect their privacy. Brief 

responses to encourage continued talking include "mm-hmmm," "I see," "Oh?" 

"Right," "And?" "Go on," "Tell me more," etc. These don’t imply either agreement 

or disagreement. They simply mean "Yes, I hear you - please go on." 

 

A good listener uses questions sparingly because questions tend to focus the conversation 

on the questioner’s perspective and concerns and can derail the focus of the speaker. 

Work on asking fewer questions, and when you do, ask "open-ended" questions.  

1. "Did you call the police?"  

2. "What did you do?"  

3. "Do you feel anxious about the meeting tomorrow?" 

4. "How do you feel about the meeting tomorrow?"  

 

An open-ended question is like an essay question which allows the speaker, rather than 

the questioner, to lead the conversation and clarify his or her own concerns. A closed 

question is like a true/false question and often suggests or narrows the agenda. 

 

Finally, knowing when to be silent can be a powerful communication tool. Silence allows 

the speaker to become aware of his or her own feelings, to explore more deeply and to 

proceed at his or her own pace. Because many listeners become self-conscious with 

silence, they feel the need to "break" it by talking or asking questions. Unfortunately, this 

usually disrupts and derails the speaker. How can silence be handled? Pay attention to the 

body posture of the speaker and "listen" to what it says to you. Try to imagine what the 

speaker might be feeling, consider various ways that you might respond, and then choose 

the most helpful response. 

 

1.2.1 First Impressions 
Initial contact is the foundation for all subsequent communication. Listening is the 

foundation and everything is built on this. 

 

The stronger the initial contact, the better the communication between people. Perhaps it 

is eye-contact across a crowded room; perhaps it is hearing someone's laugh; perhaps it is 

by picking up a phone or reading an email. 

 

There are two types of contact: 

 Non-verbal 

 Verbal 
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1.2.2 Non-Verbal Contact 

 

 
 

Contact with another person often starts with some sort of body language. 85% of 

communication is non-verbal. Consequently, nonverbal means of communication are 

psychologically much more powerful than words can be. Usually people are not 

conscious of their own body language, but they strongly react to nonverbal signals they 

get from their partners. 

 

Communication is transferring information between one person and another.  Non-verbal 

communication can be divided into four categories: aesthetic, physical, signs, and 

symbols. Following is an explanation and examples of non-verbal communication.    

 

Aesthetic communication occurs through creative expression.  This would include all the 

arts: music, dance, theatre, crafts, art, painting, and sculpture.  Ballet is a great example 

of this, as there is dance and music, but no spoken or sung words.  Even in an opera, 

where there are words, there are still facial expressions, costumes, posture, and gestures.    

 

Physical communication covers the personal kind of communication, and includes a 

smile or frown, wink, touch, smell, salute, gesture, and other bodily movements.  Social 

conversation uses a lot of these physical signals along with the spoken words.  

 

Signs are a more mechanical kind of non-verbal communication, which includes signal 

flags or lights, a 21 gun salute, a display of airplanes in formation, horns, and sirens.    

 

Symbols of communication are used for religious or personal status reasons, as well as to 

build self-esteem.  This includes jewelry, cars, clothing, and other things to communicate 

social status, financial means, influence, or religion. 

 

1.2.2.1 Physical Communication 

Physical communication is the most used form of non-verbal communication.  A person 

that is aware of another’s non-verbal cues will understand that person better.  Even the 

way you are standing and your position in a group of people can communicate.    
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The amount of distance between you and another person will be interpreted a certain 

way, and the meaning will change according to the culture.  It can mean either an 

attraction, or can signal intensity.  Standing side-to-side can show cooperation, where a 

face-to-face posture may show competition.  Your posture can communicate in a non-

verbal way, whether you are folding your arms, slouching, crossing your legs, or standing 

and sitting erect.  Finally, any actual touching can convey attraction or a level of 

intimacy.  Examples of non-verbal communication of this type include shaking hands, 

patting the back, hugging, pushing, or other kinds of touch.  

 

Other forms of non-verbal communication are facial expressions, gestures, and eye 

contact.  When someone is talking, they notice changes in facial expressions and respond 

accordingly.  These include raising your eyebrows, yawning, sneering, rolling your eyes, 

gaping, and nodding.  The meaning of these movements is pretty much the same in all 

cultures.  Gestures, however, are many times an individual’s way of communicating as 

most people gesture when talking.  Eye contact is very important in communicating 

nonverbally.  You can read a person’s emotion through their eyes, and many times is not 

the same emotion as their words are saying. 

 

1.2.2.2 Effects of Non Verbal Communication 

Non-verbal communication, especially body language, can send a strong message, in 

spite of what your words say.  Even the tone of your voice, its pitch, volume, quality, and 

speed effects what you say.  Your body language can: 

 Repeat the message your words are saying 

 Contradict what your words are saying 

 Be a substitution for your verbal message 

 Add to the meaning of your message 

 Accent or make the message stronger, like pounding your fist on a table 

 

Relationships depend on non-verbal communication if they are to be strong and lasting.  

The quality of your relationships can be improved if you can skillfully read people, and 

understand the emotions behind their words.  When one party receives mixed signals, 

trust can leave the relationship and it will be damaged.  Trust can be created in a 

relationship by sending non-verbal clues that match your words.  The way you respond to 

someone nonverbally can show that you understand and care about them and the 

relationship will grow and be fulfilling to both. 

 

1.3 Verbal Contact 
 

The word verbal comes from the Latin word – verbum. Meanwhile, the word 

communication comes from the Latin word – communicate. So, it follows from this that 

verbal communication means sharing things by means of words. What is shared here can 

vary: it might be information, feelings, thoughts, support and memories. You name it, 

you can share it using your verbal communication skills. 
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Verbal communication can be taken to mean many different things. However, one thing 

is always clear: words must always be involved in verbal communication. Words have 

been used for centuries as carriers of meaning. 

 

And, though we may communicate in a variety of different languages, if we are using 

words we can define our communication style as verbal communication. Sometimes 

verbal communication is contrasted with written communication. However, strictly 

speaking, both types of communication use words and thus both are verbal. 

 

It may be argued that one key part of the definition of verbal communication is that this is 

a type of communication that happens between several people. We can communicate 

verbally with one other person, or with a group of people – but can we verbally 

communicate just with ourselves? As mentioned earlier the word communication comes 

from a Latin root which means to share. And so, it is clear that communication essentially 

involves sharing things with other people. 

 

1.3.1 Importance of Verbal Communication 
There are so many ways in which verbal communication is important. For example: 

1. Keeping each other informed: we can use verbal communication to disseminate 

useful and important information. 

2. Asking for help and support: communicating verbally about our problems is the 

first step to solving them. 

3. Making friends: communicating with others can be the start of a good friendship. 

4. Expressing ourselves creatively: verbal communication can be the means for 

expressing our imagination. 

5. Sharing emotions: we can share emotions as well as factual information with our 

verbal communication skills. 

 

1.3.2 Types of Verbal Communication 

1. Speaking face to face: here, our words are combined with our gestures, facial 

expressions and tone of voice to give a full communication package. 

2. Speaking on the phone: communicating verbally on the phone is an excellent way 

to reach people far away. 

3. Video-chat services: the wonders of the internet have enabled us to communicate 

verbally with people everywhere and to stay in touch with our loved ones across 

the globe. 

4. Writing a letter: old fashioned letter writing is an art that will never die. 

5. Giving a lecture: this is a key example of the utility of verbal communication in an 

academic context. 

6. Making announcements: those handy announcements over the tannoy at 

supermarkets or train stations are key examples of verbal communication. 

7. Leaving a voice mail: sometimes, we can record our verbal communications for our 

friends, family and colleagues to pick up later. 
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Examples of Verbal Communication 

To make things clearer, here are some examples of situations in which people 

communicate verbally. 

1. Two people smile at each other at a party. They want to get to know each other so 

they start chatting. This is an example of informal verbal communication, though 

no doubt both people will try to be polite to each other. 

2. Someone is going to be late for work, so they phone their boss to let them know. 

Here, verbal communication is likely to be relatively formal and polite – and it may 

well be apologetic as well. 

3. Someone is having a hard time in their life, so they call round to a friend’s house to 

talk it through face to face. Here, emotions are being shared by means of verbal 

communication. People often prefer to talk face to face with this kind of verbal 

communication rather than over the phone because there is something warm and 

comforting about being in the caring presence of another human being. 

4. A lecturer in a lecture hall explains a topic to their students using just the power of 

their voice. Here, verbal communication is being used in order to share 

information. 

5. An opera singer sings a classic aria, giving feeling to the words with the beauty of 

their voice and vocal range. In this example, we see how it is the quality of the 

voice that can often give additional depth and meaning to the words when verbal 

communication is taking place. 

6. A teacher interacts with children in their class, explaining topics in various 

different ways until everyone understands. This is another example in which verbal 

communication has a key goal – educating people. 

7. Someone purchases a new product and does not know how to use it, so they call the 

customer support line for some verbal advice. Information is being asked for and 

given in this scenario – hopefully at least. 

8. A group of colleagues meet in a board room to share information about their 

company’s finances. This is another example of formal verbal communication, 

where information is shared in a formalized context. 

9. Someone spots a thief breaking in to nearby shops and calls the police with the 

time and location of the crime. Here, verbal communication needs to be concise, 

accurate and informative. 

10. Two people getting married recite their vows to each other as part of the ceremony. 

This is a very interesting example of verbal communication as it demonstrates the 

power of verbal communication to make things happen. Here, the couple’s words 

play a powerful part in actually making them into a married couple in the eyes of 

the law. 

 

You can start contact verbally by: 

 Making a short address 

 Using a greeting 

 Introducing yourself 

 Using small talk (speaking about secondary things such as the weather, road 

 conditions etc.) 
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With the help of these methods you: 

 Attract the other person's attention 

 Give him or her some time to collect thoughts and feel comfortable 

 Create a proper atmosphere for good communication. 

 

Activity 
Materials:  

Flipchart and Pens 

Divide the group into pairs. As each pair to choose a topic to discuss and to sit in the 

same pose as their partner. While they are discussing, go round and change their poses by 

turning them away from each other, closing their legs, crossing their arms, etc. 

 

Bring the group back together and discuss the following questions: 

 Which poses helped the discussion? 

 In which poses did you feel uncomfortable? 

 In which poses was it hard to communicate? 

 Why? 

 

1.4 Starting a Conversation 
 

At the beginning of a conversation, it is a good idea to make it easy for the other person 

to speak as well. “Conversation- starters” are a way to do this – sentences that encourage 

or express support and interest or ask leading questions. 

 

Examples: 

 I don't think we have met before. 

 What do you think about this? 

 Could you explain this to me? 

 That's really interesting; 

Could you tell me more“ 

 

Conversation-starters” do not mean that you force the other person into communicating. 

You are merely indicating that you are willing to listen. It's up to the other person to 

decide whether he or she would like to respond. 

 

Putting the other person under pressure to communicate does not work. 

 

Trying to move too quickly by putting pressure on the other person is the most common 

mistake that we make in communicating with others. 

 

Activity 
Materials: None 

Use “conversation-starters” at least 10 times in different situations. Afterwards, write 

down your observations about their effectiveness. 
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 Which ones worked? 

 Which ones seemed awkward? 

 

1.5 Principles of Establishing Good Contact 
 

1. Establish good eye contact (face the other person directly) 

2. Look attentive: (lean your body slightly towards the other person be “open”, look 

interested) 

3. Keep a proper distance. (not too far, and not too close) 

4. Match the other person's rhythm of speech and gestures. (Be natural!) 

5. Control the volume of your voice (not too loud nor too soft - it should be the same 

as the other person). 

6. Choose an appropriate intonation – business-like, practical, warm, “smile in the 

voice” etc. 

7. Eliminate distracting factors (mobile phone, telephone, turning over papers etc.) 

Switching off your phone is a sign that you are ready for serious communication 

 

Exercise 
Q.1 What is listening?  

Q.2 What is the difference between listening and hearing? 

Q.3 What is the role of verbal communication in listening skill? 

Q.4 What is non-verbal communication in listening skill? 

Q.5 Briefly enumerate the principles of good contact.  

Q.6 What is the first impression and how it can help listening?  

 

Appendix A: 
Body Language Worksheet 

 

Print a copy for each participant and ask them to fill it in 

 

Body language showing 

A positive attitude 

Body language showing  

A Negative attitude 

(Shows you are listening) Shows you are not listening) 
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Appendix A: 
 

a. 

 

   

a. 

 

   

a. 

 

   

a. 

 

   

a. 

 

   

a. 
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Introduction 
 

In this unit we discuss how to be a supportive and encouraging listener. We will explore 

silent and active listening and how to affirm and encourage the reluctant speaker. The 

overall aim is to encourage participation on a number of different levels within different 

learning groups. 

 

Objectives 
 

After studying this unit, the students’ will be able to: 

1. know how to support & encourage listening skill 

2. understand the difference between silent and active listening  

3. discern between supporting listening and echoing 

4. get an idea of reluctant speaker  

5. differentiate between verbal & non-verbal contact 
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2.1 Supporting and Encouraging Listening 

 

There are different ways of supporting and encouraging listening. Silent listening, 

echoing and active listening are some strategies that we use. In this unit we will explore 

each of these to develop ways of being more supportive when listening to other people. 

 

2.1.1 The Basics 
Listening begins with sending some non-verbal signals that were mentioned in unit 1. 

 Body language 

 Eye contact 

 Eliminating distractions. 

 

The most important thing for a supportive listener is to show that you are willing to 

listen. You cannot hide body language. If you are not really listening, or just pretending 

to be interested, the other person will know this; they will not respond authentically. 

 

Activity 
Materials: Jigsaw puzzles or Lego pieces for each pair in the group. 

Divide the group into pairs. One partner puts the puzzle together while listening to the 

other person. The other person should talk about a made-up problem. 

While listening, the listener should try to express interest and support to the speaker. 

 

After 3 minutes, swap roles. Later, bring the group together, and ask the following 

questions: 

 How did it feel to be the speaker? 

 How did it feel to be the listener? 

 Have you ever had a similar experience? 

 

2.2 The Techniques of Good Listening 
 

 Silent listening 

 Supportive listening 

 Active Listening 

 Echoing 

 

2.2.1 Silent Listening 
Silent listening is when you listen attentively without disturbing or interrupting the 

speaker. This kind of listening seems to be passive; however, it demands serious mental 

and physical concentration. It is most suitable when the speaker is excited or worried and 

wants very much to talk. 

 

Silent listening is not very effective when the speaker is: 

 Shy 
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 Not good at expressing ideas or 

 Reluctant to speak 

 

The ability to listen silently is often underestimated. Simple signs such nodding one's 

head or leaning forward show an interest and a desire to understand. Most people are 

poor listeners because they are so busy planning a rebuttal they fail to pick up on the 

senders’ true message. 

 

Another reason for breakdowns in communications is that listeners’ minds function at a 

faster speed than speakers can talk. Listening is not an easy task. Productive listening 

requires time, patience, energy and focus. It is a skill that must be nurtured and practiced 

the same as creating and delivering a speech. 

 

In addition to “staying in the moment”, listening skills include: blocking out distractions 

and interruptions, maintaining eye contact, asking relevant questions and taking notes. 

 

One of the hardest lessons any aggressive and ambitious person needs to master on the 

career path is that silence can be a powerful tool of communications. The traits required 

to make it to the top drive one to have strong opinions and to want to express them. 

However, there are many times when it is better to sit back and let others do the talking. 

 

Think it through. It is not your responsibility to fill every vacuum of silence with noise. 

Let others speak. They may have something important to say. If they don’t and still 

speak, they may reveal their foolishness and you will look smarter. 

 

2.2.1.1 Characteristics of silent listening: 

 Leaning forward slightly 

 Nodding from time to time 

 Eye contact (but not staring) 

 Facial Expression. 

 

Activity  
Divide the group into pairs. One partner talks about the weather. The other person 

practices the techniques of silent listening (leaning forward slightly, making good eye 

contact and nodding occasionally). 

 

After 3 minutes, swap roles. Later, bring the group together, and ask the following 

questions: 

 What techniques did you notice the other person using when they were listening? 

 How did this make you feel? 

 How did it feel to be the listener? 
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Activity 
Materials: Cards with expressions or emotions for each member to act out for the group 

using only body language. See Appendix A. 

 

Directions: Each member of the group takes one card. Using only body language each 

person tries to demonstrate the emotion on the card. The others must guess what emotion 

the person is demonstrating. 

 

Do the exercise using: 

 Facial expressions 

 Body language 

 Movement 

 

Discuss the contribution that these three make in communicating the emotion. 

 

2.2.2 Supportive Listening 
It is a skill to encourage and help the speaker to express him or herself. 

 

You can use: 

 Nods 

 Smiles 

 Short replies (yes, well, so, oh, ah, aha, really? and … etc.) 

 

These work best with people who are shy or reserved or anxious. 

 

Supportive listening often proves useful when silent or passive listening isn't enough. 

Supportive listening is necessary to identify the needs of the people in the group, solving 

difficult situations and getting to the heart of the matter. 

 

In supportive listening each person takes half the time available, to be listened to and 

simply paid attention to even if not talking. The other half of the time you are the listener.  

 

The listener may offer supportive words, but should not interrupt or bring in their own 

experience. It is enough just to be listening attentively and non-judgmentally. It is OK for 

there to be pauses; the listener does not have to "interview" you, or otherwise keep the 

conversation going.  

 

Being listened to in this way helps you move through what is distracting you from being 

clear. It is a way of moving you on to being able to take initiative in new ways.  

 

From experience, just having someone listen to you with no strings attached can bring up 

strong feelings. This is especially true when you stop talking a lot and really notice that 

someone is listening to you supportively. Although this can be scary, it's a positive 

experience. Try not to be embarrassed. 
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This is done in absolute confidentiality. Afterwards, the listener must not refer to what is 

said to anyone, not even to the person who said it. 

 

Activity 
Materials:  

Flip chart and markers. 

 

Summarise on the flip chart the characteristics of a supportive listener. List ways you can 

become a supportive listener in your work and in your life in general. 

List ways you can help people to be more supportive when listening to you. 

 

2.2.3 Active Listening 
To help the other person feel comfortable enough to share, you can use a technique called 

active listening. 

 

Active listening involves listening with all senses.  As well as giving full attention to the 

speaker, it is important that the ‘active listener’ is also ‘seen’ to be listening - otherwise 

the speaker may conclude that what they are talking about is uninteresting to the listener. 

 

Interest can be conveyed to the speaker by using both verbal and non-verbal messages 

such as maintaining eye contact, nodding your head and smiling, agreeing by saying 

‘Yes’ or simply ‘Mmm hmm’ to encourage them to continue.  By providing this 

'feedback' the person speaking will usually feel more at ease and therefore communicate 

more easily, openly and honestly. 

 

Active listening has several benefits. First, it forces people to listen attentively to others. 

Second, it avoids misunderstandings, as people have to confirm that they do really 

understand what another person has said. Third, it tends to open people up, to get them to 

say more. When people are in conflict, they often contradict each other, denying the 

opponents description of a situation. This tends to make people defensive, and they will 

either lash out, or withdraw and say nothing more. However, if they feel that their 

opponent is really attuned to their concerns and wants to listen, they are likely to explain 

in detail what they feel and why. If both parties to a conflict do this, the chances of being 

able to develop a solution to their mutual problem becomes much greater. 

 

The aims of active listening are: 

 To create mutual understanding and trust 

 To encouraging the other person to speak 

 To find out information 

 To smooth emotions 

 

Two techniques of active listening include: 

 Asking questions 

 Rephrasing (paraphrasing by summarizing). 
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Paraphrasing confirms to the speaker how much the listener has understood. 

The following are often used to paraphrase: 

 “As I understand it …” 

 “If I have understood you correctly …” 

 “So….” 

 “Correct me if I am wrong.…” 

 “So you are saying that.…” 

 

Activity: 
Divide group into 3-person subgroups. 

In every group one person should take role of observer, another takes role of speaker and 

the third member takes the role of the active listener. The speaker may tell about 

 What animals she or he likes? 

 What is her or his favourite season? 

 What is her or his least liked chore? Etc. 

 

Discuss with the group how effective active listening was in each subgroup. 

 

2.2.4 Echoing 
Echoing is a technique where you repeat the talker's last word or phrase. This technique 

is useful in situations where the speaker can't find the right words or runs out of words. 

You should be careful with this technique so that you don't sound like a parrot. 

 

Repeating the other person's last words or phrase – so-called “echoing” – gives support 

and encouragement. 

 

Example: 1 

Ali: “I can't figure it out what to do. I am so confused.…” 

Ayesha: “confused….” 

 

Example: 2 

Ayesha: “I would like something big and beautiful and…” 

Ali: “Big and beautiful and …?” 

Beware of overdoing echoing! 

 

Using echoing is neutral. It is not positive or negative, it is not agreeing or disagreeing – 

it is a sign that you are a supportive listener. 
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2.3 The Reluctant Speaker 
 

The aim here is to learn what to do when the person you are speaking to is a person of 

few words. We will explore what approaches may help, and how to put into practice the 

skills we learned about earlier – those of active and supportive listening. 

 

Activity: 
Materials: A copy of this story for each member of the group; Paper and Pens. 

 

Read and discuss the following story: 

A woman sat down by her husband and said: “I have heard that it's useful to listen to each 

other in a family. I'm ready to listen now. There must be something bothering you when 

you come home late at night and don't eat the food I have prepared. Tell me.” 

 

The woman looked him in the eyes, leaned towards him, smiled… The husband remained 

silent and looked down. Time passed by. The woman was still looking in his face. The 

man was still silent. 

 What is the point of this story? 

 What advice would you give the woman? 

 

In your group, write the advice on a piece of paper, put them in a hat or a bag. Read the 

suggestions one by one, aloud and discuss the merits of each. 

 

2.3.1 Why do Many People Not Talk? 
Most people do not open up because they are afraid of being misunderstood, of criticism 

and of others' opinions. Also, that the information we give will be used to harm us. 

 

We are afraid to disappoint other people; we feel guilt or shame. It is hard to talk to a 

person who is a bad listener. 

 

To encourage a person to talk could sometimes take more than just silent listening and 

encouragement. You may need something more. 

 

I can never tell you what you said, but only what I have heard. I will have to rephrase 

what you have said, and check it out with you to make sure that what left your mind and 

heart arrived in my mind and heart intact and without distortion. 

 

Active listening is a skill to notify the speaker about how he has been understood. 

 

2.3.2 Why Don’t Some People Talk? 
These, and other opinions may be collected as feedback on flipchart 

 Some people are more timid than others – they have to sure that the 

intercommunication is safe, that people really want to know their opinion 
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 Some people are more cautious and more thorough than others – they need time to 

express themselves 

 Some people have the experience of not being listened to. Why talk at all? 

 Some people are afraid of being ridiculed – what will others think if I express 

myself in that way? 

 Some people think that their opinion doesn't count 

 Some people have the experience where talking hurts them – they will be  taken 

advantage of 

 Some people are so tensed that they are unable to express themselves right away 

 

2.4 How ‘Active Listening’ may encourage the Reluctant Speaker? 
 

Active listening could be useful when silent/passive listening doesn't give any results. 

Active listening is certainly necessary to find out about the needs and wishes of the 

people in the group, solving problem situations, also getting hidden information. 

 

To help your partner to talk you can use some of the techniques we learned earlier. For 

example, re-phrasing (also called paraphrasing) is one technique that you can use. 

 

In the case of the reluctant speaker this technique can help the listener: 

 gather more information than the speaker was at first willing to give 

 check if you have understood the person correctly 

 clarify an indistinct talk 

 to remember the text more efficiently, distinguish the significant from the 

insignificant 

 keep the topic in frames while unnoticeably directing the conversation the 

necessary way 

 take time/pressure/tension off 

 to point out contradictions 

 

Activity: 
Break into pairs and use some of the following re- phrasing starters to rephrase what your 

partner is saying: 

 I see that you think… 

 I get the picture that you… 

 You see things… 

 It sounds like you wanted to… 

 As I hear, you want to... 

 I suddenly realized that you… 

 I went mute when you told me that… 

 I heard despair in your words when you… 

 It hurt me when you were told that… 

 I got the idea from what you were saying that you… 
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 You sense danger when you… 

 It can really put you ‘off’ when you… 

 So you clearly understand that… 

 You're convinced that… 

 You think... 

 

2.5 Non-Verbal Contact 
 

Contact with another person often starts with some sort of body language. 85% of 

communication is non-verbal. 

 

 
 

Consequently, nonverbal means of communication are psychologically much more 

powerful than words can be. Usually people are not conscious of their own body 

language, but they strongly react to nonverbal signals they get from their partners 

 

2.6 Verbal Contact 
 

You can start contact verbally by: 

 Making a short address 

 Using agreeing 

 Introducing yourself 

 

Using small talk (speaking about secondary things such as the weather, road conditions 

etc.) 

 

With the help of these methods you: 

 Attract the other person's attention 

 Give him or her some time to collect thoughts and feel comfortable 

 Create a proper atmosphere for good communication. 
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Activity: 
Divide the group into pairs. As each pair to choose a topic to discuss and to sit in the 

same pose as their partner. While they are discussing, go round and change their poses by 

turning them away from each other, closing their legs, crossing their arms, etc. 

Bring the group back together and discuss the following questions: 

 Which poses helped the discussion? 

 In which poses did you feel uncomfortable? 

 In which poses was it hard to communicate? 

 Why? 

 

2.7 Starting a Conversation 
 

At the beginning of a conversation, it is a good idea to make it easy for the other person 

to speak as well. “Conversation- starters” are a way to do this – sentences that encourage 

or express support and interest or ask leading questions. 

 

Examples: 

 I don't think we have met before. 

 What do you think about this? 

 Could you explain this to me? 

 That's really interesting; 

 Could you tell me more 

 

Conversation-starters do not mean that you force the other person into communicating. 

You are merely indicating that you are willing to listen. It's up to the other person to 

decide whether he or she would like to respond. 

 

Putting the other person under pressure to communicate does not work. 

 

Trying to move too quickly by putting pressure on the other person is the most common 

mistake that we make in communicating with others. 

 

Activity: 
Materials: None 

Use “conversation-starters” at least 10 times in different situations. Afterwards, write 

down your observations about their effectiveness. 

 Which ones worked? 

 Which ones seemed awkward? 
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2.8  Principles of Establishing Good Contact 

 

1. Establish good eye contact (face the other person directly) 

2. Look attentive: (lean your body slightly towards the other person be “open”, look 

interested) 

3. Keep a proper distance. (not too far, and not too close) 

4. Match the other person's rhythm of speech and gestures. (Be natural!) 

5. Control the volume of your voice (not too loud nor too soft - it should be the same 

as the other person). 

6. Choose an appropriate intonation – business-like, practical, warm, smile in the 

voice etc. 

7. Eliminate distracting factors (mobile phone, telephone, turning over papers etc.) 

Switching off your phone is a sign that you are ready for serious communication 

 

Activity: 
Observe the 7 principles of establishing good contact in your dealings with other people. 

Which principles did you follow? 

 How effective were they? 

 Which principles were easy for you to follow? 

 Which principles were difficult? 

 Which principles do you need to practice? 

 

Exercise 
Q.1 What do you know about how to support & encourage listening skill? 

Q.2 What is the difference between silent and active listening? 

Q.3 How can you discern between supporting listening and echoing? 

Q.4 Who is a reluctant speaker? 

Q.5 Differentiate between verbal & non-verbal contact 

 

Appendix A: 

Emotion Cards Worksheets: 
Print a copy for the group and cut into cards – one for each person. 

 

Boredom Anger Sarcasm Joy 

Frustration Disappointment Hatred Love 

Anxiety Fear Delight Tiredness 

Satisfaction Relaxed Nervous Excited 
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Introduction 
 

In this unit we discuss the importance of context in communication – i.e. it is not only 

what and how something is said, but also the context (why, to whom, the mood we are in, 

the preceding communication etc.). Context is the circumstances surrounding a message; 

it might include the setting, the position, and appropriateness of a message. This means 

one should consider one’s audience, the forum under which you are listening/speaking, 

the ethos and accepted norms/values.  

 

Objectives 
 

After studying this unit, you will be able to: 

1. know the importance of context in communication  

2. understand the role of questioning in the communication  

3. know about open, closed, funnel and probing questions 

4. get yourself familiar with positive listening  
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3.1 The importance of Context in Communication 
 

Words and phrases that people use (i.e. the `visible' part of communication) are only the 

tip of the iceberg of communication. People express only a small amount of thoughts and 

feelings in their words. The listener is trying to understand what the person is saying but 

sees things his or her own way. For example there are three meanings to the phrase 

“black bird cage”. 

 

 A birdcage which is painted black. 

 A cage for a blackbird 

 A cage for black birds. 

 

We see, hear and feel what we want to see, hear and feel. Each type and instance of 

communication will have a specific context. Communication context will, for example, 

be different for a television broadcaster than for a door-to-door salesperson. A 

communications context can be thought of as the environment or human eco-system, in 

which communication takes place. Determining the context of a particular instance of 

communication involves considering the cultural, historical, psychological, social and 

physical factors at play. 

 

3.1.1 Historical Context 
The historical context involves the expectation of the speaker and the audience in 

situations that happen regularly or have happened in the past. If, for example, an 

individual does an annual sales presentation for a particular client there will, over time, 

evolve certain expectations about what will happen and how things will go. That does not 

mean that the same thing must happen every time, but the speaker should be aware of 

both their own historical expectations and that of the audience. 

 

3.1.2 Psychological Context 
The psychological context refers to the mood and emotions of the audience, as well as the 

speaker to a lesser extent. How the audience is feeling will have an impact on how the 

speaker's messages will be received, and how they should be delivered. For example, if a 

speaker is making a presentation at a conference with several days of various speakers 

doing presentations, the psychology of the audience will be different in the morning of 

the first day than it will in the evening of the last day. The mood following dinner will be 

different than the mood right before dinner. 

 

3.1.3 Cultural Context 
Cultural context is one of the most obvious factors of communication, but it is also one of 

the most important. Culture relates to the beliefs and values of a group. The way material 

is effectively presented to a group of teenage boys will be different from the way it is 

effectively presented to a group of elderly women. The best way to present information to 

a group stock market brokers will be different than the best way to present that same 
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information to a group of surfers. It is always critically important that a speaker 

understand the cultural expectations of the audience. 

 

3.1.4 Social Context 
Social context is a personal matter. It involves the relationship of the speaker and the 

audience and the expectations involved in that relationship. The way an individual 

communicates with his employer will be different from the way he communicates with a 

friend. The way a teacher makes a request to her students will be different from the way 

she communicates the request to her spouse. 

 

3.1.5 Physical Context 
There is a time and place for everything, and that is where physical context comes in. The 

physical context involves the actual location, the time of day, the lighting, noise level and 

related factors. A speaker at a political rally might shout, pound the podium and use 

inflammatory language to get an audience excited. At many political rallies, this type of 

behavior is expected. Doing the same thing with a small group of friends around a 

fireplace late at night would produce a very different reaction. 

 

Activity: 
Materials: Paper and Pen Flip Chart and Pens for Summary 

The whole group discuss this activity: 

 

a) Write this sentence on the Flip-chart: “ That chicken is hot” 

 How many possible meanings can we interpret from this sentence? 

b) “Tourism is very profitable branch of economy. You know, I think that we should 

do something. I have many various ideas how to develop life. All people must find 

some job. Unfortunately no one is interested in anything, they are disconcerted 

about their destiny…” 

 

What is s/he talking about? Did you clearly understand what the talker meant? 

You may discuss about this text so that at first everyone write down the main things what 

s/he catch from this text. Then all group mix all lists and list by list read them. Explore 

similarities and differences in your conclusions. 

 

3.2 Questioning 
 

Specifying is comprehended as asking questions that help you to make conversation more 

accurate. The speaker will also gain a clearer picture of the situation."Garbage in, 

garbage out," is a popular truth, often said in relation to computer systems: If you put the 

wrong information in, you will get the wrong information out. 

 

Linguistic inaccuracies could come up in the level of a word or the structure of the 

sentence. 
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The scheme in Appendix A. describes linguistic inaccuracies: 

Closed and Open questioning techniques are very useful to find out more. Closed 

questions can be defined as questions that you can answer with just one word. 

 

A typical closed question is starting with “does, do, did”. You can only answer that 

question with 2 answers (yes, no). There are some do-questions with only one possible 

answer. Like “Do you sleep?” “Are you dead?” 

 

3.2.1 Open and Closed Questions 
A closed question usually receives a single word or very short, factual answer. For 

example, "Are you thirsty?" The answer is "Yes" or "No"; "Where do you live?" The 

answer is generally the name of your town or your address. 

 

Open questions elicit longer answers. They usually begin with what, why, how. An open 

question asks the respondent for his or her knowledge, opinion or feelings. "Tell me" and 

"describe" can also be used in the same way as open questions. Here are some examples: 

What happened at the meeting? 

Why did he react that way? 

How was the party? 

Tell me what happened next. 

Describe the circumstances in more detail. 

 

3.2.2 Open questions are good for: 
Developing an open conversation: "What did you get up to on vacation?" 

Finding out more detail: "What else do we need to do to make this a success?" 

Finding out the other person's opinion or issues: "What do you think about those 

changes?" 

 

3.2.3 Closed questions are good for: 
Testing your understanding, or the other person's: "So, if I get this qualification, I will get 

a raise?" 

 

Concluding a discussion or making a decision: "Now we know the facts, are we all 

agreed this is the right course of action?" 

 

Frame setting: "Are you happy with the service from your bank?" 

 

A misplaced closed question, on the other hand, can kill the conversation and lead to 

awkward silences, so are best avoided when a conversation is in full flow. 

 

3.2.4 Funnel Questions 
This technique involves starting with general questions, and then homing in on a point in 

each answer, and asking more and more detail at each level. It is often used by detectives 

taking a statement from a witness: 
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"How many people were involved in the fight?" 

"About ten." 

"Were they kids or adults?" 

"Mostly kids." 

"What sort of ages were they?" 

"About fourteen or fifteen." 

"Were any of them wearing anything distinctive?" 

"Yes, several of them had red baseball caps on." 

"Can you remember if there was a logo on any of the caps?" 

"Now you come to mention it, yes, I remember seeing a big letter N." 

 

Using this technique, the detective has helped the witness re-live the scene and gradually 

focus on a useful detail. Perhaps he will be able to identify young men wearing a hat like 

this from CCTV footage. It is unlikely he would have got this information if he's simply 

asked an open question such as "Are there any details you can give me about what you 

saw?" 

 

3.2.5 Probing Questions 
Asking probing questions is another strategy for finding out more detail. Sometimes it's 

as simple as asking your respondent for an example, to help you understand a statement 

they have made. At other times, you need additional information for clarification, "When 

do you need this report by, and do you want to see a draft before I give you my final 

version?", or to investigate whether there is proof for what has been said, "How do you 

know that the new database can't be used by the sales force?" 

 

3.2.6 Probing Questions Are Good For: 
Gaining clarification to ensure you have the whole story and that you understand it 

thoroughly. Drawing information out of people who are trying to avoid telling you 

something. Leading questions try to lead the respondent to your way of thinking. They 

can do this in several ways: 

 

With an assumption: "How late do you think that the project will deliver?". This assumes 

that the project will certainly not be completed on time. 

 

By adding a personal appeal to agree at the end: "Lori's very efficient, don't you think?" 

or "Option 2 is better, isn't it?" 

 

Phrasing the question so that the "easiest" response is "yes" (our natural tendency to 

prefer to say "yes" than "no" plays an important part in the phrasing of referendum 

questions): "Shall we all approve Option 2?" is more likely to get a positive response than 

"Do you want to approve option 2 or not?". A good way of doing this is to make it 

personal. For example, "Would you like me to go ahead with Option 2?" rather than 

"Shall I choose Option 2?". 
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Giving people a choice between two options, both of which you would be happy with, 

rather than the choice of one option or not doing anything at all. Strictly speaking, the 

choice of "neither" is still available when you ask "Which would you prefer of A or B", 

but most people will be caught up in deciding between your two preferences. 

 

Note that leading questions tend to be closed. 

 

Using a lot of closed questions can make the partner resistant, irritated. However, these 

questions are necessary if you want a certain yes or no answer. 

 

Questions “where”, “who”, “when”, “whom”, what” etc. don't provide the speaker with 

the opportunity to expand the subject. 

 

Activity: 
Materials: Paper and pen for Part 2. 

As a whole Group: 

1. Ask someone to describe a handsome man to the group. However, ask them not to 

use specific terms, and say something like “this thing is good to look at, has strong 

parts, makes you feel comfortable etc.”. Group has to guess what is being talked 

about. 

2. Let the group describe/draw concepts like: comfortable chair, handsome man, rich 

person, old car. 

 

Compare the results. What can we conclude from this? 

 

Open questions: You usually can't answer open questions with only one word. The 

typical fully open questions begin with “how” and “why”.An especially nice question is 

“how”. The question “why” sometime engenders a feeling of guilt or anxiety, the partner 

might feel kind of stupid. 

 

(Why do you sleep on midday? Why do you wear this shirt? Why do you let your ….?) 

 

3.3 Positive Listening Skills 
 

There are two ‘players’ in communication, one with the – role of speaker and role of 

listener. Since some listening techniques are connected with listeners active talking, it is 

sometimes hard to distinguish listening from talking. 

 

How can we notice when someone is not really listening when we speak? The following 

will look at this question. 

 

Activity: 
Materials: Tourist or other information booklet; paper and pen. 

1. Read again the text above (the text starting with “Tourism is very profitable branch 

of economy.”). Try to put as many as you can questions to this text. 
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2. Take a tourist booklet and ask maximum amount of specifying questions about the 

sentences given there. 

3. Write down information concerning you firm/what you do. 

 

Exchange the texts within the group. Everybody has to form the maximum amount of 

specifying questions about the text. 

 

What did you learn during this exercise? 

 

The following do NOT encourage positive listening skills in the other person: 

 Giving orders or presenting demands (talk faster, get to the point) making threats or 

giving warnings (if you don´t talk to me in a friendlier tone, I won´t listen to you 

anymore; calm down then I will listen to you) 

 Teaching or admonishing (you should do things this way, its not polite to act like 

this) 

 Making decisions on behalf of the other person (wear this dress, buy this thing, and 

try it this way) 

 moralizing (I couldn't afford to do these kind of things when I was your age…) 

 condemnation, disparagement, accusations (I told you so) 

 praising (You're good indeed, I think you're right) 

 speaking with irony, humiliation (That was all?!, Are you sure you want this?, Oh, 

what are you talking about?) 

 forcing upon your interpretations, diagnosis (now I know why you acted that way) 

 calming, consolation (Everybody makes mistakes, It will be alright) interrogation 

(who started it?) 

 joking, distracting attention (lets talk about something else) 

 reading other persons mind (it seems to me that you would like some stake) 

 

Activity: 
The group can break up into pairs for this activity and gather together again to discuss at 

the conclusion. 

 

Each member of the group asks his/her partner a question using “why” and afterwards 

asks the very same question using the word “how”. (Example: Why were you late? How 

were you late?) 

 How do these questions seem like? 

 What was the result of different questions? 

 How did you feel when you thought about answer? 

 

The list above show how the speaker can ruin listening skills in the other person, and may 

make the other person in the conversation feel inferior / ineligible. 

 

Listening techniques like other communication skills are learnable and are acquired and 

developed through practice. 
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Listening skills are part of an effective service. A good listener is on the same wave with 

the client, therefore is able to receive more specific information about the client's needs 

and can remove discords in the service. 

 

A pleasant service provider is the reason why the client returns to that company, it's not 

just because of the specific service. 

 

Being able to listen is especially important while resolving conflicts. 

 

Listening techniques like other communication skills are learnable and are acquired 

through practice 

 

Activity: 
This activity can be done in pairs, or get two volunteers from the group to role-play the 

two people from the conversation below. 

 

3.3.1 Directions 
At first play the conversation as it is. Then repeat, but this time use different active 

listening techniques (rephrasing and specifying). 

 

3.3.2 The Story 
On one evening a husband and his wife were alone at home. It was nice peaceful evening. 

Husband: I feel cold all time today 

Wife: It's not possible, radiator (central heating) is quite hot. 

Husband: May be it is old age … Wife: Oh, not that again … Husband: Really, I feel 

myself such. …. 

Wife: Don't complain, look others in the same age! 

Husband: Recently, I don't feel so good. 

Wife: You work too hard. You must rest. 

Husband: How do you imagining that? And, the reason is not this. It's something else. 

Wife: Oh, have you called to Oliver? You promised to decide about Saturday. 

Husband: Yes, I called. – Here is really cold. 

Wife: I know, I make you cup of tea, then you will forget about feeling cold.. 

Husband: No, it makes me sweat. 

Wife: What do you want then? Are you feeling cold or not? 

Husband: I want nothing. It's nothing.……. 

What do we learn from this activity? 

 

Exercise 
Q.1 What is the importance of context in communication?  

Q.2 Do you understand the role of questioning in the communication?  

Q.3 What are open, closed, funnel and probing questions? 

Q.4 How can a learner familiarize himself with positive listening?  
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Appendix A 

Scheme of Linguistic Inaccuracies: 
The following scheme describes linguistic inaccuracies: (Printout if appropriate) 

 
 Deletion Generalization Distortion 

What? Noun (I, s/he, 
They, one, 
people, 
somewhere 
etc.) 

Verb (have 
sent etc.) 

Criteria of 
comparison (Big, 
rich, interesting 
etc) 

Nouns (always, 
no one, all etc) 

Verbs (can’t, must, 
have to etc) 

Accusation
s (you 
make me, I 
know 
…) 

Reading 
one’s mind 
(X=Y) 

Interpretation 
(reading thoughts) 

How? They don’t understand me One thing is 
bothering me There are no tourists 
He ignored me He’s teasing me 
Clients have a lot of complaints I want tasty food 

Always happening…. No one loves 
me. 
Everybody go pass our hotel. 
I can’t… 
I have to… 
I am not allowed to… 

You make me sad. 
I know what you’re trying to say. He didn’t say 
hello, therefore he hates… 

What to 
Do? 
 

Restore the actual idea Specify truthfulness Find out what preceded 

How 
exactly? 

Questions: 
Who exactly doesn’t understand you? What 
exactly is bothering you? What kind of tourists? 
How exactly did he ignore you? How does he 
tease you? A lot compared to what? More from 
what? Tasty compared to which food? Etc. 

Questions: Always? Is it sometimes 
different? No one? Has it 
sometimes happened that someone 
sill…? Everybody? 
What is stopping you? What 
happens if you nevertheless do it? 
How do you know you are not 
allowed to? Etc. 

How am I able to make you sad? 
How do you know that? 
How does the fact that he didn’t say hello 
indicate that he hates? Etc. 

Tips: 
Different 
questions 
can be 
imaginarily 
placed on 
your fingers 

              

  

              

 

(More from these authors: Richard Bandler, John Grinder, Fritz Perls, Virginia Satir and 

Milton H. Erickson) 
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Introduction 
 

Here, we discuss the problems and misunderstandings that can arise while listening, and 

how to avoid these. You will explore how to give feedback while listening, and discuss 

how to end communication on a positive note. There are various degrees or levels of 

listening. We explore and observe what happens when using different levels of listening. 

 

Objectives 
 

After studying this chapter, you will be able to: 

1. identity certain problems with listening skill 

2. ascertain cognitive blocks in listening 

3. understand social constraints in listening 

4. know role of signs and non-verbal communication in listening 
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4.1 Problems with Listening 

 

There are traps or roadblocks in relation to listening and communication that prevent 

building a relationship of trust. When these `traps' are used while communicating, they 

have a negative effect. These roadblocks block the openness of the person you are talking 

to, and give a sign that you are not willing to be open, and are not in fact engaged in 

active listening. 

 

Sometimes we experience underlying barriers or blocks when communicating with 

others. It is difficult to continue – for example it is difficult to have a discussion when 

you are angry or tired, or if you feel the other persons have something on their mind. 

 

4.1.1 Problem 1: The Law of Closure 
When we are involved in oral / aural communication, it is impossible for us to give 

/receive all of the information required as senders / receptors. We have a tendency to 

make certain assumptions about what is being said based on the context, the content, the 

other participant(s), etc. When certain elements are missing, we instinctively tend to fill-

in the “blanks” with information drawn from our own experiences so that instead of 

having partial information, we need to feel that we have “all” of the information – even if 

it is wrong. This, in turn, can lead us to draw inappropriate or incorrect conclusions about 

the message being delivered and respond in an erroneous manner. 

 

4.1.2 Problem 2: Law of Field 
In order to listen effectively, we need to be able to focus on the person we are 

communicating with and concentrate on what they are saying (and NOT saying) and any 

distractions such as the movement of people in the same area, ringing telephones, etc., are 

things that may prevent us from effectively completing this task. This is noticeable during 

presentations and meetings when someone stands up during a presentation and leaves the 

room. The audience gets distracted, stop listening to the presenter and focus on the person 

moving thereby possibly missing an important part of the message from the presenter. 

The same result occurs when a mobile phone rings or a person starts using a tablet or 

laptop. People usually focus on the moving object instead of the static one. 

 

4.1.3 Problem 3: Prejudice 
A common problem that occurs in listening is that of prejudice; either conscious or 

subconscious. This might be related directly to the other participant(s) based on our 

previous experiences with them either directly or indirectly or based on the topic being 

discussed, the environment, our own emotional or physical state or other factors. A 

frequent example of this can be found in the treatment of politicians by people opposed  

to their views. We need to be aware of our prejudices and learn how to separate the 

person we are communicating with from the topic of conversation (separate the person 

from the problem). 
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4.1.4 Problem 4: Selective Listening 
Unfortunately, we often enter into a conversation with either our own “game-plan” about 

how we are going to control the conversation in terms of topic(s), structure, duration, etc., 

or preconceived ideas of how it will develop instead of actually listening to our 

interlocutor. This means that we tend to listen for what we want to hear instead of what is 

actually said and filter out anything which does not fit into our plan of the 

communication or our own ideas. 

 

4.1.5 Problem 5: Time 
To listen effectively, we need to be able to dedicate time to the task. Any conversation 

where one or both parties are worried about the time available is bound to suffer from 

listening problems. In a business context, we have to ensure that we have programmed 

sufficient time to be able to communicate effective with the other parties involved. 

 

4.1.6 Problem 6: Logical structure / Congruence  
Most people generally have a tendency to expect, and look for, logical sequences or 

structure in their communication. In an aural / oral conversation, if we believe that “A” is 

true, and “B” is also true, then “C” and every following element must logically fit with 

the information preceding & following it. If this does not occur it conflicts with our 

expectations and frequently creates incongruence which leads to a block in the 

communication. 

 

4.1.7 Problem 7: Presuppositions (Going Beyond) 
Some people have a tendency to extrapolate or go beyond what they hear while others 

tend to remain constrained by the actual “data” that they have obtained during the 

conversation. It is important that we are aware both of our own tendencies to do this as 

well as that of our interlocutor(s) and ensure that if we have a tendency to go beyond the 

information given that we communicate this to our interlocutor(s) and check if they are in 

agreement. 

 

4.1.8 Problem 8: Questions 
In order to resolve many of the problems indicated above, we need to be able to elegantly 

ask questions to clarify the unclear elements in the communication. While the traditional 

“open” and “closed” questions serve some purpose, an excellent model to follow is that 

of the “Meta Model” which is a set of questions that allow you to gather information that 

clarifies someone’s experience, in order to get a fuller representation of that experience. 

 

Activity: 
Discussion in pairs followed by whole group discussion. 

Think back on previous discussions you have had as a group. 

 When is it difficult for me to listen? 

 What kinds of speakers are “difficult” for me to cope with? 
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4.1.9 Problem 9: Judgment 

 Criticizing, accusing, arguing:  

 “You have done a foolish thing.”  

 Disdaining judgments “All women are alike.” 

 “You have no right to say this.” 

 Interpreting 

 “I can understand why you are doing this.” 

 Praising 

 “You are quite right.” 

 

4.1.10 Problem 10: Bullying / Ordering 

 Ordering 

 “Try to do it in this way.” 

 Warning, threatening 

 “Calm down, and I will listen to you.” 

 Sophistry 

 “You should still be more accommodating.” 

 Questioning 

 “Are you going to repeat this attempt making this mistake again?” 

 Giving advice, dissolving problems for the person 

 “That should be done in this way.” 

 “Ignoring what your partner is really saying.” 

 Changing the subject, interrupting, joking 

 “Better, let's speak about something else.” 

 “Ah, story or something.” 

 Concentrating on logic, referring to the facts 

 “If you had done this instead...” 

 Soothing 

 “Do not worry, everything will be all right.” 

 

Activity: 
Discussion in pairs followed by whole group discussion. 

Remember we talked earlier about the concept of “roadblocks”. 

Questions for discussion: 

 Which of them have you used yourself? 

 Which have you noticed with other people? 

 Which are your “favorites”? 

 

Activity: 
Observe your behavior as a listener during a couple of days/weeks. If possible, make 

notes every evening; which roadblock(s) did you use? What conclusion did you come to? 
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Activity: 
Materials: Flip chart and pens for summary of discussion. 

Discussion in pairs followed by whole group discussion. 

Ask one partner to speak about a trip of his/hers. The other partner should take the role of 

listener use different subtle “roadblocks”. 

After a short time, change the roles. 

 What happened? 

 Ask your partner about his/her feelings and thoughts. 

 What do you conclude? 

 

4.2 For Good Communication 
 

 stay calm 

 ignore accusations 

 respect yourself and other people surrounding you 

 express yourself clearly 

 

In order to make some changes possible you must first of all change your attitudes. If you 

wish to change the World, you must start with yourself. So, in conclusion, the biggest 

obstacles to obtaining new skills are inside of us - they are our inner beliefs (principles) 

and attitude, formed by education, upbringing and surroundings. 

 

4.3 Different Levels of Feedback 
 

We cannot change other people's behavior. We can only influence them to behave 

differently. The only ones we may be able to change are we ourselves. If you wish a 

change in your life, do something else, in a different way. It is not important whether it is 

a big or a small different doing. It is rightly said: 

Every voyage round the world starts with a first step. 

The longest journey starts with one short step. 

 

Activity: 
Materials: The Table in Appendix A. can be used to record notes. 

Discussion in groups of 3, followed by whole group discussion. 

Each group should have 3 roles: Speaker, Listener and Expert. 

Theme: How might your ROUTES group develop business or tourism or other 

economical project in your area? 

Listener tries to use all different listening skills. 

 

Expert observer the listener, making notes about using positive listening skills. After 15 

minutes expert gives feedback to listener. Ie. What skills the listener has used? 

 

Then speaker tells the listener what contributed to and what detracted from the 

communication. 
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Then people change their roles (every time 15 minutes speaking and about 5-7 minutes 

for feedback). Each person in the 3- person group should try each role. 

 What do you learn during this activity? 

 

4.4 Ending Communication on a Positive Note 
 

 To learn to finish a communication session so that the next meeting would be 

productive. 

 To understand the importance of feedback in a communication 

 To learn to give constructive feedback (criticism) 

 

How can we finish so that the next session will be successful? 

 

When you finish communicating with someone, the impression you give and the way you 

act when you leave will usually be remembered. This impression can often be the basis of 

your next encounter. 

 

So, how should we finish? 

 Summarize the main points 

 Thank people for their time 

 Show appreciation for people's input 

 Express hope of further pleasant meetings in future 

 

Ensure some time for wrapping-up and concluding. Make sure that your partner / 

colleagues are as ready for it as you are. 

 

Activity: 
Discussion in groups of 3, followed by whole group discussion. 

Think back on some various conversations you have had lately. 

 Which of them have left you a good impression, and 

 Which do you have an unpleasant feeling about? 

 How could you explain it? 

 If possible, discuss it with your colleagues. 

 

4.5 Signs 
 

The wish to end the contact will be notified by both nonverbal and verbal signs. 

 

4.5.1 Nonverbal signs 

 looking around 

 diminishing the length and frequency of a visual contact 

 gathering things 

 standing up or getting ready for it 
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4.5.2 Verbal signs 

 “All right”, “Let it be so” or some other short closing expressions 

 Unexpected interfering with your own talk and giving the order of speaking to 

the partner at the end 

 varying the pace or tone of your voice 

 Leaving rituals belong to the ending of communication: 

 giving regards to third persons 

 shaking hands 

 seeing to the door 

 

For group work also, it may be useful to have some common leaving rituals too. For 

example, everyone might be invited to say some words about the meeting to conclude. 

For example, answer: 

 What was important for you? 

 What did you learn during this time? 

 What do you want to take from this session? 

 

Spending time to wrap up builds and promotes a relationship of trust with the same 

person(s) for the next meeting. The way you end a meeting is the most essential thing for 

promoting a prolonged relation of trust. It is like starting to build a new bridge the first 

stones are being put to their place. 

 

4.6 Conclusion 
 

The same way we measure the time in minutes, and length in centimeters, we can 

measure the effectiveness of communication with the help of feedback and observation. 

 

Activity: 
Materials: Flip chart and pen to collate feedback. 

Discussion in pairs followed by whole group discussion. 

Discuss the two key points opposite briefly in small groups. 

On the flip-chart, make two lists: 

1. What do you agree with? 

2. What do you disagree with? 

 Add some examples from your own experience. 

 All groups explain others what they find and why they think so. Try to find 

common understanding! 

 

Exercise 
Q.1 Enlist various problems with listening skill 

Q.2 Which cognitive blocks affects listening skill? 

Q.3 What are the major social constraints in listening? 

Q.4 Do you know role of signs and non-verbal communication in listening? 
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Appendix A: 

Table for discussion activity on local potential for business: 
You may use following blank for notes. 

 

 How many times? How exactly? 

CONTACT 

Verbal Nonverbal 

DOOR-OPENERS SILENT LISTENING 

ENCOURAGING LISTENING 

Gestures Rhythm Pose Voice 

REPHRASING ASKING QUESTIONS 

Do, are, is .. 

Who, what, when.. Why 

How 

ATTITUDE 

  

Not positive listening   
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Introduction 
 

This chapter introduces to you one of the most important foreign language skill, i.e. 

speaking. As the process of learning and applying the skills of oral English are so closely 

related, classroom becomes a place where use of spoken English should sensibly 

supported since it enables students’ to make connections between what they know and 

what they are learning, and it is the one through which they are going to be judged while 

the first impressions are being formed.  

 

Objectives 
 

After studying this chapter, you will be able to: 

1. define what is speaking 

2. know the difference between writing & speaking 

3. know principles of teaching speaking skill 

4. get an idea of speech production in a foreign language 

5. discern between L1 & L2 speaking 
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5.1 What is Speaking? 

 

If you have learned a language other than your own, which of the four skills—listening, 

speaking, reading and writing, did you find to be the hardest? Many people feel that 

speaking a new language is harder than reading, writing, or listening for two reasons. 

First, unlike reading or writing, speaking happens in real time; usually the person you are 

talking to is waiting for you to speak right then. Second, when you speak, you cannot edit 

or revise what you wish to say, as you can if you are writing.  

 

In language teaching, the four skills are described in terms of their direction. Language 

generated by the learner (in speech or writing) is referred as productive. Language 

directed at the learner in reading or listening is called receptive. Another important idea is 

channel, which refers to the medium of the message aural/oral or written. Thus, speaking 

is productive aural/oral skill. It consists of producing systemic verbal utterances to 

convey meaning. Spoken language and written language differ in many significant ways. 

Here are some key contrasts. (Van Lier, 1995): 

 

Spoken Language Written Language 

Auditory Visual 

Temporary; immediate reception Permanent; delayed reception 

Prosody (rhythm, stress, intonation) Punctuation 

Immediate feedback Delayed or no feedback 

Planning and editing limited by Planning and editing limited by channel 

unlimited planning, editing and revision 

 

Given the differences between writing and speech, you can see why people who learn a 

foreign language largely from textbooks often sound bookish when they speak.  

 

5.2 Background to Teaching Speaking 
 

For so many years speaking has been taught by repetition of sentences and students 

would always recite already memorized dialogues given in the textbooks. Audio-lingual 

method has been extensively used in the drilling to familiarize the students with the 

sound structure and pattern of target language—the language which learners’ are aiming 

to learn. Similarly, the desired community learns to speak with the help of grammatical 

structures and often used them in their daily conversion. An audio-lingual learning 

speaking lesion might involve the structure of a lesson in the following given example. 

Here T stands for teacher, and S stands for students, or could be a single student.  

 

Example: 
T: Repeat please, “Good Morning, Madiha.” 

S: “Good morning, Madiha” 

T: “Where are you going?” 

S: “Where are you going?” 
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T: Good. “I am going to the library” 

S: I am going to library.  

T: Listen, “I am going to THE library.” 

S: “I going to libary:” 

T: Listen again. “LI-BRA-RY.” Rrrr. “Librrrrary.” 

S: “Librrrary.” 

T: “To the library.” 

S: “To the library.” 

T: “Going to the library.” 

S: “Going to the library.” 

T: “I am going to the library.” 

S: “I am going to the library.” 

T: Good. Now the next line.  

 

The concept of habit formation has been derived from behaviourism, which works as a 

backbone of audio-lingual method. It gives emphasis on the formation of some new 

habits that involves a great deal of repetition. Students were not supposed to form bad 

habits, so teaches intervened and made necessary corrections. Teachers feel the danger 

that if the errors are not treated properly, the students might learn those erroneous forms.  

 

For so many years, teaching of speaking involved providing students with the 

components of language in hopes that they would eventually put them all together to 

form their speech. In this way, students spend a lot of study time repeating after their 

teacher; studying grammar rules, reciting dialogues, and learning vocabulary. 

Unfortunately, actual conversation did not sound like a textbook dialogue, and if 

someone is really like Madiha, she was not always going to the library.  

 

During the late twentieth century, language acquisition research made us consider some 

long standing believes about how people learn to speak. Several studies led to the 

conclusion that we had gotten the basic idea backwards: people don’t learn the pieces of 

the language and then put them together to make conversations. Instead, infants acquiring 

their first language and people acquiring second languages learn the pieces by interacting 

with other people.  

 

This realization has several interesting implications. If we believe that people learn 

languages by interacting, then learners should interact during lessons. As a result, 

 a method called, communicative language teaching arose. Later on, two versions of 

communicative language teaching emerged. The weak version says teachers should teach 

the component of language, but include communication activities. The strong version 

says, since students learn through interacting, lesson should consists of opportunities to 

communicate in the target language. In this method teacher often downplay accuracy, and 

emphasize how students communicate when they speak target language.  

 

However, in order to communicate well in another language, we must make ourselves 

understood by the people we are speaking with, and this is not an easy task—especially at 
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the beginning and intermediate levels. There is some need to be accurate in speaking the 

target language. This is tricky, because as we witnessed the speaking-writing contrast, 

there is limited time for planning and editing speech during conversations. And for less 

than proficient speakers, managing the components of language that must work together, 

when we speak is very demanding indeed.  

 

5.3 Principles for Teaching Speaking 
 

Be aware of the differences between second language and foreign language learning 

contexts. Speaking is learned in two broad contexts: foreign language and second 

language situations: the challenges you face as a teacher are determined partly by the 

target language contexts.  

 

5.3.1 Foreign Language (FL) Context 
It is a context where target language is not the language of communication in the society 

(e.g. learning English in Pakistan, or studying French in Japan). Learning speaking skill 

is very challenging for students in FL contexts, because they have very few opportunities 

to use the target language outside the classroom. Sometimes foreign language learners 

travelling in countries where their target languages are spoken find that they can neither 

understand native speakers nor be understood.  

 

5.3.2 Second Language (SL) Context  
It is a context where target language is the language of communication in the society 

(such as English in U.K, and Spanish in Mexico). Second language learners include 

refugees, international students and immigrants. Some second language learners 

especially those who arrive in their new country as children achieve notable speaking 

skills, but many other progress to a certain proficiency level and then go no further. Their 

speech seems to stop developing at a point where it still contains noticeable patterned 

errors. These can be errors in grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, or any combination of 

problems that affect the learners’ ability to communicate by speaking.  

 

5.3.3 Speech Production in a Foreign Language 
Similar to listening, speaking is a skill which deserves much attention every bit as much 

as other language skills are concerned, in both first and second languages since in EFL 

classrooms, teaching speaking plays a great role for the learner's good oral achievement 

(Bygate, 1987). He quoted that: Speaking is the vehicle par excellence of social 

solidarity, of social ranking, of professional advancement and of business .It is also the 

medium through which much language is learnt, and which for many is particularly 

conductive for learning. Perhaps, then, the teaching of speaking merits more thought 

 

So, besides this big importance, it is necessary to deal first with what good speakers of a 

foreign language can do. Hence it was assumed that the ability to speak fluently is all the 

time associated with certain characteristics to be owned by the speaker. This latter is 

presented in the teaching of grammar, an amount of vocabulary with some care about 
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pronunciation so that the piece of the produced speech sounds as the native speakers' 

ones. But, now we all know that this skill is more complex than that; it involves the 

cooperation of different types of knowledge with the good command of certain skills. 

(Bygate, 1987). 

 

A good starting dealing to tackle this skill is to ask ourselves; how we achieve this ability 

and how to do it all over again in a foreign language such as English? 

 

Different factors are involved in speaking. The first one to emphasize is that this human 

ability is an interactive process, its form and meaning depend on the participants, their 

previous experiences, the physical setting and the purpose of speech (Brown, 1994). 

 

Generally speaking, this process takes place in real time and is described to be linear; so 

this process follows a certain permanent series of stages (words follow words a phrases 

follow phrases) (Thornbury, 1998 ). At the level of utterances, or the spoken presentation 

of sentences, this produced speech goes utterance by utterance opposite to word by word 

with the same rhythm from the part of the interlocutor. 

 

In its production, speech nature is described to be contingent through which we find that 

each word is dependent on the previous one and the same thing for utterances 

(interrelationship between utterances) and this fact leads to what is called in speaking 

"spontaneity" and this concept doesn't mean that speech is unplanned but as (Thornbury, 

1998) clarifies, the planning time is limited. He adds that: “the planning of one utterance 

may overlap with the production of the previous one” according to him all the previous 

explained characteristics are closely related to "real time processing" which is well 

determined by (Bygate , 1984) to be: “We have to produce sentences and adopt them to 

the circumstances. This means making decisions rapidly, implementing them smoothly as 

unexpected problems appear in our path”. 

 

5.4 Differences between L1 and L2 Speaking 
 

According to (Thornbury, 1998), it is too important when dealing with the speaking skill 

to clarify the difference between first and second speaking process. 

 

The majority of foreign language learners complain about their lack in L2 fluency, low 

pronunciation level, no accuracy, and so many dilemmas they confront in their oral 

practices in classroom. Those learners need to know what can be the factors which lead to 

the attribution of face to face interaction and more precisely the lack of confidence and 

often an acute sense of anxiety. 

 

Following the foreign language comments as being teachers of English, they argue that 

many factors are considered to be causes of these problems or this failure in developing 

the skill, thus, their grammatical and lexical knowledge isn't enough, the shortage of 

chances and opportunities for practice as well as the shortage of interactive speaking in 

classroom atmosphere (Thornbury ,1998 ). 
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So, in this lack of genuine speaking opportunities which account for many foreign 

language learners to think that even their knowledge of grammar and vocabulary are 

acceptable but , still they are enabled to speak fluently , accurately with a good 

pronunciation , that's why the first step towards finding solutions to speaking difficulties 

the learners meet in their learning is to know first the difference or its better to describe it 

as the status of speaking in the native language as well as the target one (L1, L2). 

 

Through the comparison, specifically at the level of speaking as a mental process, there is 

probably no difference at all, since this process follows the same stages, Both L1 and L2 

speakers produce speech through the processes of conceptualization, formulation, 

articulation and self-monitoring. 

 

Like L1 speakers, L2 ones contribute similarly or share the same roles in communication 

as (Thornbury,1998) states: “They will be attending to their interlocutors, adjusting their 

message accordingly and negotiating the management of conversational turns”. 

 

From what is cited above, the skills of speaking seem to be completely the same in the 

two languages (L1, L2), “they are essentially the same and should, in theory, be 

transferable from the speaker's first language into the second one” (Tornbury, 1998 ), but 

what is significantly different is the first language itself , then L2 speakers' knowledge of 

the L2 ( grammar , vocabulary …)isn't the same as in L1, and L2 speakers in this case are 

closely resembled to students who said , I can't find words , I always use the same 

sentences (Tornbury, 1998). This problem of knowledge difference may be more clarified 

when examining the availability of that knowledge, this later is described by 

(Tornbury,1998) to be insufficient integrated into the L1 speakers' existing language 

knowledge and rarely accessed or not yet easily retrievable and most importantly “the 

process of arranging the grammar of retrieving the word is not yet automatic”. 

 

On the other hand, we must consult the factor of translation into L2 after the process of 

utterances' formulation in L1 .This will rule incorrectly the self-monitoring process which 

is in this case overused and over prolonged in terms of speed , accuracy and effects 

negatively fluency. Learners here have “troubles in their intentional capacity between 

planning and articulation”. Of course not all L2 learners are concerned with these 

extended mental deliberations, since we find many speakers having different strategy 

which consists of “use the little language they have at their linguistic ‘fingertips’ so to 

speak rather than construct novel utterances from scratch”. The perfect use of this 

strategy for realizing a good communication in L2 is called “strategic competence”. 

 

Exercise 
Q.1 What is speaking? 

Q.2 What is the difference between writing & speaking? 

Q.3 What are the effective principles of teaching speaking skill? 

Q.4 How do you define speech production in a foreign language? 

Q.5 What is the difference between L1 & L2 speaking? 
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Introduction 
 

This unit talks about the progression in listening and speaking skills. It tells the students 

about the natural importance of both the mentioned skills in the learning of a foreign 

language. The necessary toolkit for the learners’ of a class room in which listening and 

speaking are being taught through communicative methodology are thoroughly discussed. 

Teaching of pronunciation which has been considered one of the significant factor in 

listening and speaking has also been deliberated upon in the same chapter.  

 

Objectives 
 

After studying the unit, you will be able to: 

1. develop their listening skill 

2. know the importance of developing listening skill 

3. exercise different listening related activities 

4. know the philosophy behind speaking skill 

5. get the basic idea of speech modelling 

6. practice teaching pronunciation  
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6.1 Developing Listening Skills  
 

Among the four language skills, 'listening' is used most frequently. It has been estimated 

that students spend 90% of their time in school, in listening to teachers and others. In 

spite of that, listening does not receive the importance that it should get in our 

curriculum. Teachers take it for granted that students would understand everything that 

they talk about in the class. They do not realize that listening is not a passive skill. It is an 

active skill wherein which the listeners (adult or young) are actively involved in 

comprehending and interpreting what they receive aurally.  

 

 
 

Listening and speaking entail four components that form a unique cycle: a sender or a 

speaker, a message, a recipient and the feedback. Any message that the sender (speaker) 

passes on to the recipient (listener) is processed by him in order to comprehend it. After 

comprehension, comes the 'Feedback' that ensures that the recipient understood the 

message. `Listening...is a complex, active process in which the listener must discriminate 

between sounds, understand vocabulary and structures, interpret stress and intonation, 

retain what was gathered in all the above, and interpret it within the immediate as well as 

the larger socio-cultural context of the utterance', (Vander rift 1999). The listeners also 

have to cope-up with the rate of speech of the speaker. This requires them to be attentive. 

If it is a face to face interaction. 

 

The speaker gets instant feedback about whether or not the message was properly 

conveyed. Listening, in one's first language, does not normally require the recipient to 

concentrate and comprehend each expression. However, learning English as 

Second/Foreign Language), the teachers cannot presume that the learners will 

automatically understand or interpret whatever they hear. They will need to be trained in 

listening so that they understand and respond to what they hear appropriately.  
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6.2 Why Should Listening Be Developed?  
 

For learners of a second language, most listening happens at school. Following are some 

of the predictable areas, where maximum listening happens:  

 Teacher’s instructions, questions 

 Class lectures  

 Announcements in school 

 Radio/TV news 

 Announcements at airports and railway stations 

 Conversation with others 

 Pre-recorded cassettes/CDs in and about English. 

 

These are not the only areas where 'listening' is concentrated, there are many more and it 

is the responsibility of the teachers to introduce their students to such mediums. Keeping 

these in mind the teachers can also plan activities and interactive sessions. Listening 

skills can be developed through various auditory exercises. For instance, the teacher can 

describe a variety of situations and ask the students to comprehend. They should help 

students listen to authentic texts and encourage them to evaluate their comprehension. 

They should also draw students' attention to the process and strategies that they employ 

in listening to their mother tongue. One of the strategies found useful in teaching 

listening is known as' TQLR. 

 

Tune in: the listeners tune in to the speaker and the subject, recall prior knowledge or 

association about it, avoiding all distractions. '', 

 

Question: The listeners mentally formulate questions about the topic, speaker's 

background etc. 

 

Listen: the listeners organize the information as they receive it, anticipating what the 

speaker would say next and mentally formulating their responses. 

 

Review: the listeners summaries and evaluate what they hear, and separate main ideas 

from the subordinate ones.  

 

Listening — The process  

Listening, like other skills, should be understood as a process. It is ultimately the teacher, 

who creates opportunities for students to practice listening, by engaging them into 

activities. The purpose behind such activities is to understand how much students register 

and how they react to them in the different phases of the listening process. These three 

phases pre-listening, while-listening and post-listening help the teachers and students to 

involve themselves in meaningful listening activities.  

 

Pre-listening: It is the phase in which the teacher prepares students for the listening task. 

This can be done by establishing what they (students) know about the topic, their own 
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background, the purpose of the task etc. This develops interest and increases motivation 

among students. 

 

While-listening: In this phase, students should know what they must to do when they are 

listening: answer questions, figure out a number, identify something/somebody, ordering 

scrambled pictures etc. Two distinct activities need to be made here: extensive and 

intensive listening. 

 

Extensive listening: It refers to listening for an overall global comprehension without 

going into the nitty-gritty of the language. Intensive listening, on the other hand, 

promotes an understanding of specific language items. Activities like filling in the gaps, 

identifying numbers/letters, spotting particular facts etc. are useful in intensive listening.  

 

Post-listening: This is a follow-up phase i.e., what students do after they have listened to 

and comprehended the task. Here, the teacher can integrate it with other skills — reading, 

writing and speaking 

Students can be asked to:  

1. Use notes to write a summary  

2.  Read a text related to the matter  

3.  Practice pronunciation  

4.  Perform a role play  

5.  Work on new grammatical structures 

6.  Do a home assignment.  

 

6.2.1 Sample Listening activities  
The following activities can be done with or without a cassette recording. However, in 

order to keep the students motivated and to provide a variety to the class, it will be 

fruitful to use recorded voices, preferably of the natives. Students need to practice 

regularly in order to become familiar with the sound system of English. Therefore, 

cassettes or CDs are of immense help in listening continuously to a variety of speakers, 

native or non-native. These activities are based on techniques used by teachers across the 

world.  

 

Sample Activities  
1. This is a simple and familiar activity where students identify the phone number that 

they hear: Listen to these short sentences with a phone number in them and identify the 

number that you hear in each case (the teacher may repeat the sentence two or three 

times).  

a.  "Hello! Is it TWO-FOUR-TWO-FOUR-O-FOUR-O?" (Notice the pronunciation of 

'zero' as the alphabet '0')  

 242 4044     242 4404 

 242 4040     242 4440  
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b.  "I thought his number was TWO-FOUR-THREE-FIVE-FOUR- SIX- 0". 

 243 5460     243 5460 

  243 5060     243 0464  

 

C. "You're wrong; his number is NINE-FOUR-ONE-NINE-0-0-THREE-SIX-FOUR-

TWO". 

 9419003624     9419003624 

 9419003644    9419003642 

 

2. The following is a pre-recorded activity in which two people are talking on the phone. 

It serves two purposes: one, it is a listening comprehension activity and, two, students 

learn how to answer telephones: 

Listen to this conversation and answer the questions: 

Listener: Hello!  

CALLER: May I speak to Faheem?  

LISTENER: I'm Sony; you've dialed the wrong number. 

CALLER: What number is this?  

LISTENER: What number did you dial? 

CALLER: 242 5 366  

LISTENER: This is a wrong number, perhaps you'll have to try again. 

CALLER: O.K. Good bye. 

LISTENER: Good bye. 

a.  Who did the caller want to talk to?  

b.  What number did he dial? 

c.  Did the listener feel angry on receiving a wrong phone?  

 

3. This is a pre-recorded task. Here, a customer is returning a jacket to the shop he bought 

it from. This is a situation based conversation which is contextually appropriate.  

Listen to this conversation between a sales girl and a customer and answer the questions 

that follow: 

GIRL: May I help you, Sir/Madam? 

CUSTOMER: Yes. I'd like to return this black jacket that I bought last week.  

GIRL: May I know what's wrong with it? 

CUSTOMER: The zip is broken. 

GIRL: Do you have the receipt?  

CUSTOMER: Yes. I have it.  

GIRL: Would you like to get the jacket exchanged? 

CUSTOMER: Yes, if the zip works. 

a.  What color is the jacket? 

b.  What was the defect in the jacket?  

 

4. Drawing a family tree: This task can be done in three phases:  

 

Pre-listening: Ask students, questions regarding their families (name of grandfather, 

father, strength of family etc.). 
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While-Listening: Ask students to complete the family tree, according to the description 

given by the teacher. 

 

Post-listening: The teacher asks students to draw their family trees in the same way.  

 

PARENTS    WIFE     HUSBAND  

 

CHILDREN  SON   SON    DAUGHTER 

 

 

GRAND-CHILDREN SON    SON  

 

At a later stage, the teacher can use dictation, stories, songs and longer pieces of 

conversations, news reports, etc. to ensure that the students are able to comprehend and 

interpret whatever they hear in English. 

 

6.3 Speaking Skills  
 

In most English classes, students feel shy of talking in the language. Several factors 

contribute to this difficulty: 

1. students get very little or no chance of speaking in the language;  

2. the syllabus does not provide for teaching this skill; and  

3. teachers themselves use very little spoken English, especially at the school level.  

 

All these factors are important in the teaching of English as a second or foreign language, 

especially in classes like ours where the student-teacher ratio is so high. It is a fact that, 

because of giving a lot of emphasis to reading and writing, students practically get no 

chance of speaking. It has been observed that out of the forty minutes spent in a. class, a 

student normally gets less than ten seconds talk in English. Considering the kind of 

course structure we have, teachers to concentrate more on `completing the course' than 

invest that time on making the students speak or involve them in any 'speaking' activities. 

Some students also find the class environment or teacher's presence intimidating; this 

also acts as a barrier.  

 

Our English syllabuses also give very little, or no, importance to speaking, though 

students are expected to use English in all modes. Most of our courses are text-based and 

teachers are expected to finish the syllabus within a specified time. Most of the school 

time is therefore spent in completing the syllabus, leaving no time for other skills to be 

developed. Even though, the prescribed medium for teaching English in most of the 

schools is English alone, it is not used. This could be attributed to the fact that the 

teachers themselves are not well-versed in the language, and is especially true of 'general 

line' teachers in our schools who teach all subjects and specialize in none. English, 

though an important language does not get the kind of promotion it should get from the 

government and from the school. 
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6.4 Why Teach Speaking?  
 

A student good in reading and writing, is not necessarily a good speaker too. There is a 

strong link between reading and writing —both require the capacity to recognize the 

alphabet. The other two skills, listening and speaking, are also interlinked — both require 

the ability to recognize the sound system of the language. Moreover, listening and 

speaking should precede reading and writing because that is the _natural way of 

acquiring a language. If our students have to become competent in English, they will 

need to develop speaking skills by practicing and using the language in different contexts 

and situations. 

 

Language is used for interactions and to communicate meanings, achieving different 

functions and notions in sociological settings. For instance, students must know how: 

 to ask for permission 

 reject or accept an offer  

 to ask for directions in a new town 

 to talk to a variety of people 

 to handle telephonic conversations to greet friends, superiors or strangers 

 to discuss ideas. 

 

This is not the end of the list; it extends to practically each and every sphere of life. Mere 

knowledge of English grammar or an ability to read and write will not help them know 

how to use English for functional purposes as listed above. They will need to learn the 

various forms and use the most appropriate one to express a function.  

 

For instance, all the following forms achieve the same function -- seeking permission:  

Can I use your phone, please? 

Could I use your phone, please? 

 May/Might I use your phone? 

 I wonder if I can use your phone. 

 I was wondering if I could use your phone 

 Is it possible for me to use your phone? 

 Do you mind if I use your phone? 

 Would you mind if I used your phone?  

 

Even after knowing these forms, students need to learn when one is appropriate and 

another is not.  

 

Brown and Yule (1983) have identified two major functions of language, transactional 

and interactional. The former relates to passing on information to others. It does not 

necessarily require an immediate feedback.For instance, a news bulletin on radio/TV, or a 

book. Interactional function, on the other hand, involves using language to establish and 

maintain social relations in which language is chosen to suit (a) the purpose for which the 

speaker wants to speak and (b) the person, i.e., the listener with whom conversation takes 
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place. In such a use, the form of the language is not as important as the way conversation 

is allowed to continue with appropriate tone, pitch and temperament — essential features 

of speech and listening.  

 

6.5 Modelling Speech  
 

In teaching writing, students can be shown good models of any variety of writing so that 

they base their production on them. The 'right' or `wrong' of the production can be 

determined on the basis of whether or not students have been successful in following the 

model. But what is the model of good speech? Though one would like to speak like a 

native speaker, but that is not an attainable goal. Brown and Yule (1983) make this 

important observation: 'It is not at all obvious what sort of model is appropriate to offer 

the foreign learner since the native spoken language so obviously reflects the 

"performance" end of the competence-performance distinction. It reveals so many 

examples of slips, errors, incompleteness, produced by the speaker, speaking in the here-

and-now, under the pressure of time, trying to tie in what he is saying now with what he 

has just said, and while he is simultaneously marking out what he is about to say.' 

Obviously, no teacher would ever teach his/her students to use incomplete sentences or 

make errors or slips which they observe in a native speaker's speech. It is important 

therefore for the teachers to make their students realize that when the native speakers 

speaks English, they speak it spontaneously in the same way as the learner speaks his/her 

mother tongue. 'They don't produce ideal strings of complete, perfectly formed, 

sentences. They use language manipulatively to communicate with and make up what 

they say as they go along' (Brown & Yule 1983). It is therefore essential that the teacher 

exploits this native-language strategy to help students produce English in a natural way. 

 

The 'native speaker model' is somewhat ambiguous. How does one decide as to who is 

the native speaker of English, a Briton, an American, a New Zealander, a Canadian, an 

African or an Indian? The concept of a ‘native speaker' (NS) has undergone a radical 

change over the years. The different varieties of English (dialects, varieties etc. as they 

are called) being used today, point to one important fact that teaching any one of them 

will not necessarily equip students with the competence that they need to speak the 

language effectively in a wide variety of situations. This is possible only when learners 

focus on meanings and messages and successfully communicate them in the target 

language. This would help them develop fluency without necessarily ignoring accuracy 

altogether. With the recent growth of English as an international language of 

communication, there is clearly a need for many learners to speak and interact in a 

multiplicity of situations. Therefore, it is important to develop students' ability to use 

English in authentic and real communicative events. 
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6.6 Classroom Techniques 
 

When we ask students to speak, our main focus is to judge how effectively they 

communicate. This involves a meaningful interaction between the speaker and the 

listener, where both of them co-ordinate the act of communication in a manner that 

enables systemic build-up of thought and conversation. Both need to be made aware of 

the differences in the sound system of their mother tongue and foreign language so that 

they listen to another speaker from a different environment. Pronunciation teaching is a 

part of the teaching of spoken at all levels. Here, again the NS model is not the goal. 

Pronunciation form a part of developing a general competence in using English 

effectively and efficiently. However, the focus at all times is on the speakers’ 

intelligibility and comprehensiveness.  

 

There are some peculiar features of conversational English which the teacher will need to 

develop in their students and/or make them aware of. They are:  

1. In speech, we do not use always grammatically perfect or complete sentences. 

More often than not, short incomplete sentences are used to convey the meanings.  

2. We use simple active sentences and complex and/or passive ones are avoided.  

3. During speaking: the interlocutors can replace/refine their speech by making 

changes which they find useful for making themselves clear. Expressions like, ‘I 

mean/meant to say’, ‘Do/Did you get my point’ etc. help people get the 

conversation going.  

4.  In speaking, people may frequently use a syntactic form.  

5.  The use of pauses and 'fillers' like 'er.', 'um', 'well', ‘hmm' etc. help listeners-

speakers ………not to allow communication break. 

6.  Most of the time, speech is informal. It could be formal also, depending on the 

context and situation which the learner should be made aware of. 

7.  There is instant feedback available in speaking as the speaker comes to know 

immediately whether or not what they said has been conveyed. 

 

The classroom teacher will therefore need to give due place to these features while 

teaching the spoken skills. These features can be developed over a period of time. It may 

therefore be necessary for the teacher to move from controlled tasks to free activities till 

the students feel comfortable with their speech. Study this piece of conversation:  

TEACHER: What is your name? 

STUDENT: Sir, my name is Aslam. 

TEACHER: Where do you live? 

STUDENT: Sir, I live at Hazratbal. 

TEACHER: What's your father's name? 

STUDENT: sir, his name is Mr. Amin, Mohammad Amin. 

 

This is not a very good example of spoken English, but it is not unfamiliar to us. In a new 

class, the teacher can start with mini-dialogues to understand the levels of the students. 

This could be a good beginning of controlling the student's speech, though the focus is on 

grammatical structures — wh-questions and simple declarative sentences. The teacher 
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could use this format of conversation as a class activity. To start, the students can be told 

to work in pairs of two each and later, the teacher might change the format and make it a 

group activity, involving the entire class, like mentioned below: 

TEACHER: What is your name? 

STUDENT I: Sir, my name is Aslam. 

TEACHER (turns to another student): What is yours? 

STUDENT 2: Iqbal, sir. 

TEACHER (pointing to another): And yours? 

STUDENT 3: Sir, my name is Abdul.  

 

Pattern practice activities like these, could prove to be useful at elementary level, till 

students feel confident to speak the language.  

 

When we ask students to speak, our main focus is to judge how effectively they 

communicate. This involves a meaningful interaction between the speaker and the 

listener where both of them co-ordinate the act of communication in a manner that 

enables systematic build-up of thought and conversation. Both need to be made aware of 

the differences in the sound systems of their mother tongue and the foreign language so 

that when they listen to another speaker from a different environment they are able to 

comprehend the language and achieve a meaningful communicative purpose. 

Pronunciation teaching is a part of the teaching of spoken skills at all levels. Here, again, 

the NS model is not the goal. Pronunciation fulfils a part of developing a general 

competence in using English effectively and efficiently. However, the focus at all times is 

on the speakers' intelligibility and comprehensiveness.  

 

Spoken language is best developed through pair and group work activities. One such 

group work activity is an expansion of the above controlled task, a 'conversation class' 

where the teacher it with the class and asks students questions about their family, home, 

parents' work etc. These question-answer sessions help students produce language on the 

same pattern as shown in the task above. Once the students are confident while speaking, 

the teacher can ask each of them to introduce their partners to the whole class. They can 

write on the board how the introduction should start. 

 

This gives students more freedom in choosing those aspects of their partner's personal life 

they would like to talk about first. Another important technique in developing speech is 

to ask students to interview each other. Students can be asked to come prepared with the 

questionnaire. Once all the students have their partners, they make a present it to the 

whole class. For making the task more interesting, the students can discuss whose 

presentation was most informative. It is, however, important to note that the aim of 

teaching spoken skills for that matter, any skill is to help learners develop the ability to 

use English effectively and independently. It is therefore essential that the teacher slowly 

moves are from controlled to more communicative activities, i.e., interactional activities, 

where conversation takes place as naturally as in one's mother tongue. These could 

involve 'completing' a dialogue, 'filling up' activities, 'drawing a plan of a town', 

simulation/ role play tasks, etc. Such activities sustain learners' interest and motivate 
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them to speak. It is important to note that here the aim of the teacher is to encourage 

students to generate language as much as possible and not to bother about any 

grammatical errors. Depending on the level of the learners, they can choose a task which 

generates a lot of language without his/her interference. Information gap activities, jigsaw 

puzzles, simulation and role play are some of the activities which can help learners use 

language in a variety of situations. It is important that the teacher prepares before-hand 

which activity would be suitable at what level. 

 

6.7 Teaching Pronunciation  
 

Pronunciation teaching is closely related to the teaching of speech as it aims to help 

learners recognize the sound system of the language that makes up the spoken medium of 

the target language. Though one would believe that a regular and rigorous training in the 

production of sounds of English will help the learner speak it fluently, it does not happen 

most of the time. It is only practice in speaking and listening that helps learners overcome 

their problems of pronunciation. 

 

6.7.1 Which Pronunciation to Aim At?  
Tile difficulty that we identified earlier, about modelling speaking, applies to the teaching 

of pronunciation also. The emergence of different varieties of English has led many 

teachers to question the usability and feasibility of teaching one particular variety of 

English, for example, Received Pronunciation (RP). Many linguists have suggested a 

global variety of English which they have called English as an International Language 

(EIL). They claim that native varieties of English (British or American) are not 

necessarily more intelligible or appropriate than non-native varieties. Variations within 

the dialects of English force people to focus more on 'communication' than on an accurate 

or 'correct' production of English sound system — consonants and vowels, in particular. 

For instance, most of the speakers find it difficult to pronounce the initial sound in 'three' 

and 'this' which is a dental fricative. They replace ‘th’ of 'three' with a plosive of their 

mother tongue — Urdu, and 'this' may be pronounced using another alveolar plosive as in 

'class' ten. Since replacing the native sound with a non-native one does not hamper 

communication, students need to be given a choice to use a sound which they feel would 

not hinder their ability to convey meanings and messages in English. Even when our 

students do not have to necessarily interact with a native-speaker, they will need to keep 

some model before them which they would refer to, as and when they feel any difficulty. 

It has been observed that even if students find NS-like proficiency unattainable, most of 

them aspire to speak like NSs (native speakers). It is therefore suggested that the teacher 

(and students as well) keep RP or the BBC English as the target but at the same time 

accommodate any acceptable deviations as long as they do not hinder effective 

communication.  

 

One single group, 'cassette' has two; so is the case with 'come' and `compute'. When 

words are divided into their sound groups, we call the group a syllable. So, 'case' and 

'come' are single syllable words, whereas `cassette' and 'compute' have two syllables. 

Also, in 'cassette' and `compute' the two syllables are not produced alike. For example, 
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the second syllable in each is stronger, i.e., produced with more force than their first 

syllable. We therefore say that the second syllables are more stressed than the first 

syllables, which are unstressed. How important are all these aspects for teaching 

pronunciation? The answer to this question will depend on the level at which a teacher 

works. At the elementary level, such a discussion will not yield any good results. 

However, at a later stage, students may be made aware of such things. In any case, the 

aim of teaching pronunciation should be to help learners develop speech which is 

intelligible, native accent or native like pronunciation should never be the goal.  

 

6.8 Summary  
 

As indicated above, speaking and listening skills are closer to each other because they 

have primarily to do with the sounds of the language. Since our aim in teaching English 

as second or foreign language is to develop communicative competence in learners, it 

cannot be developed by breaking language into its constituent elements and teaching 

them in isolation. Communication is a dynamic process in which language is used in 

more than one way at a time. There is no reason why a task in speaking cannot be 

integrated with a writing activity, or a reading task cannot be followed by a speaking 

activity on the same theme. A 'jigsaw' activity is the best example in this regard. It can 

involve learners in reading, speaking, listening and writing in one go.  

 

Exercise 
Q.1 How can students develop their listening skill? 

Q.2 What is the importance of developing listening skill? 

Q.3 What are the different listening related activities mentioned in the unit? 

Q.4 What is the philosophy behind speaking skill? 

Q.5 What is speech modelling? 

Q.6 How to practice teaching pronunciation in the class? 
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Introduction 
 

This unit brings to light the importance of speaking skill. It further talks about how to 

adopt communicative approach for the enhancement of speaking skills for the students. 

This approach pays special attention on the problem of the students who are structurally 

competent but cannot communicate appropriately. The focuses remain on the processes 

involved in the conversational interaction of the students, thereby conducting such 

activities in the class which enable her students to be ‘able to use the language 

appropriate to given social context’. 

 

Objectives 
 

After studying the unit, you will be able to: 

1. know the importance speaking skill in English language  

2. familiarize yourself with English speaking advance activities 

3. increase your cognitive capacity for speaking skill 

4. demonstrate confidence in your speaking skill 

5. lay hands on classroom speaking  
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7.1 Importance of English Language 

 

The English language has become an international language. Among nations it serves as a 

lingua franca. It is spoken, learnt and understood even in those countries where it is not a 

native’s language. English is playing a major role in many sectors including medicine, 

engineering, education, advanced studies, business, technology, banking, computing, 

tourism etc. All our software development today, the communication facilities available 

to us through internet, our access to a variety of websites, are all being carried out in 

English. Most of the research works are conducted and compiled in English. Anything 

written and recorded in this language is read and listened to, in wider circles. As a result, 

English is being taught and learned around the world as a second language. 

 

7.2 The Importance of Speaking Skills 
 

Language is a tool for communication. We communicate with others, to express our ideas, 

and to know others’ ideas as well. Communication takes place, where there is speech. 

Without speech we cannot communicate with one another. The importance of speaking skills, 

hence is enormous for the learners of any language. Without speech, a language is reduced to 

a mere script. The use of language is an activity which takes place within the confines of our 

community. We use language in a variety of situations. People at their work places, i.e. 

researchers working either in a medical laboratory or in a language laboratory, are supposed 

to speak correctly and effectively in-order to communicate well with one another. Any gap in 

commutation results in misunderstandings and problems. 

 

In-order to become a well-rounded communicator one needs to be proficient in each of 

the four language skills viz., listening , speaking, reading and writing, but the ability to 

speak skillfully, provides the speaker with several distinct advantages. The capacity to 

express one’s thoughts, opinions and feelings, in the form of words put together in a 

meaningful way, provides the speaker with these advantages. The joy of sharing one’s 

ideas with others is immense. When we speak to others we come to have a better 

understanding of our own selves, as Robert Frost once said: ‘‘I am a writer of books in 

retrospect, I talk in order to understand, I teach in order to learn.’’ Undoubtedly, the 

clarity in speech reflects clear thinking. 

 

An effective speaker can gain the attention of the audience and hold it till the completion 

of his message. Speaking skills are important for career success, but certainly not limited 

to one’s professional aspirations. Speaking skills can also enhance one’s personal life.  

 

7.3 The Activities for the Enhancement of Speaking Skills 
 

In the context of foreign language learning, however there is a problem which teachers 

have been aware of for a long time. It is the problem of the student who is structurally 

competent but who cannot communicate appropriately. In order to overcome this problem 

the processes involved in fluent conversational interaction need to be dealt with. 
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It is in fact this new ‘mode of thinking’ which has given new directions to foreign 

language teaching. It has led to new emphases, not only in syllabus design but also in the 

teaching communicative use of the language. Language learning today is regarded less of 

an ‘acquisition of structure’ and more of a learning of items of use. The teaching of 

language in relation to categories of use is likely to have methodological implications. 

 

Before adoption any particular methods or techniques, it is important to ‘know ‘a 

language. As regards what is entailed in knowing a language, Keith Johnson puts it this 

way, ‘knowing a language’ is not the same as ‘the ability to use language’. The student 

who is communicatively incompetent is in fact, unaware of the use of language. As New 

mark expresses it, this student may know ‘‘the structures that the linguist teaches, yet 

cannot know that the way to get his cigarette lit by a stranger when he has no matches is 

to walk up to him and say one of the utterances ‘‘Do you have a light?’’ or ‘‘Got a 

match?’’…..’’ (Keith Johnson, Communicative approaches and communicative 

processes). 

 

The methodologies for language teaching therefore are to be based on the linguistic 

insights as to the nature of the language and also on the psychological insights as to the 

processes involved in its use, for the development of communicative competence in the 

learners. 

 

Keith Johnson lists three processes involved in the use of a language: scanning the 

pragmatic information; evaluation where by the utterance can be compared to the 

speaker’s aim and the identification of any discrepancy, and then the formulation of the 

next utterance. The formulation of utterances and the processes of scanning and 

evaluation must be made quickly within the real time. ‘‘The ability to do this is what we 

mean generally by fluency in a language ….’’ says Keith Johnson. 

 

The teacher therefore adopts such methods and techniques which provide an opportunity 

to the learners to enhance their communicative competence. But the question remains, 

how to provide learners with ‘the communicative intent’ to make them learn the actual 

meaning of the expression, as well as the correctness of expression. An interaction 

actually occurs, when there is a ‘communication’ on a certain subject i.e. one of the 

interact ants should be unaware and the other, aware. The one, who is aware, conveys 

some information to the unaware(s).  

 

Lyons (1968) suggested, if the hearer knows in advance that the speaker will inevitably 

produce a particular utterance in a particular context, then it is obvious that the utterance 

will give him no information when it occurs; no ‘communication’ will take place. 

 

The teacher conducts such activities in the class which aims to develop communicative 

competence in her students. The instructions, related to these activities, are passed to the 

students in English. The activities are as follows:- 
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7.3.1 The Use of Authentic Materials 
The teacher provides authentic materials to the learners. A newspaper can be one of the 

best form of this kind of material. It contains write-ups which are based on reality. 

Reading a newspaper, ‘provides them with an opportunity to study language, as it is used 

in a real context. In this way the students can apply to the outside world whatever they 

have learnt in the classroom. This also provides an opportunity to ‘expose students to 

natural language in a variety of situations. As for example, the students are asked by the 

teacher to read in the sports section, an article on the performance of Pakistani cricket 

team in the semi-final. The students are asked by the teacher to reproduce in their own 

words, what they read in the first paragraph. The teacher then asks them to make 

predictions on the team’s performance in the final match. They also speculate on what 

will be the team strategy in the final match. The whole activity encourages students to put 

their own thoughts into words. They share ideas amongst each other. They constantly 

receive a feedback from their listeners. The learners act, both as speakers and listeners 

simultaneously. The teacher acts as a co-communicator during the activity. A real 

communication takes place in this activity, as there is an information gap, which the 

interact ants cover. The communicative intent is provided by the urge to know. Sharing of 

ideas provides an opportunity to make a real use of language as each person is unaware of 

what the other will say. 

 

The Scrambled Sentences: The teacher gives the students a short story with scrambled 

sentences. The students are asked to unscramble them. Putting sentences in the right 

sequence gives them a real understanding of the language. Every individual comes to 

know about his own shortcomings. As it has been pointed out by Keith Johnson that the 

ability to identify and check one’s own mistakes is, according to Bartlett (1947) ‘the best 

single measure of mental skill’. 

 

The Language Games: The teacher uses the technique of language games. The language 

games that are truly communicative according to Morrow (Johnson and Morrow, 1981) 

have the three features of communication: information gap, choice and feedback. The 

teacher divides the class into two groups: A & B. The students of group A teach the 

students of group B topics, already assigned to them. The topics may be tasks like 

preparing reports on weather, living conditions in rural areas, current problems faced by 

citizens in urban areas etc. The students of group B later on give feedback. This game 

allows the students to use vocabulary which is of wide range. They learn how to mould 

their ideas into words. 

 

The Picture Strip Story: In this technique one of students holds the picture-strip and 

shows the first picture to the rest of the students and asked them to predict what the 

second picture will be like. The students are then shown the second picture, they compare 

it with their own prediction and on the basis of the second picture they develop the story 

further. They are then asked about how the third picture will be like, so on and so forth. 

This game allows the students to have a choice of words as well as of ideas, as they make 

prediction from their own minds. They also receive a constant feedback. As the strip 

unfolds, they proceed towards the end of story. 
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Role Play: In this technique the role of the teacher is that of a co-communicator. The 

teacher divides the students into different groups. In each group two students are selected 

for two different roles. Rest of the students watch their performance and listen to their 

dialogues. Later on the spectator students give them their feedback. This helps improve 

not only their interpersonal relations, but also they learn to work together. When the 

learners are given feedback by their co-learners, they do not lose confidence rather they 

feel motivated to do better and learn more .The students may be assigned roles from 

different professions ,viz., doctor-patient, teacher-student, parent – teacher (in a school 

meeting), boss and his subordinate in a meeting etc. 

 

7.3.2 A Few Points of Significance 
The teacher provides a congenial environment to the students. The teacher has to 

sometimes, completely withdraw from the learning intimation. The psychological state of 

the learners be plays a very important role. In a class of foreign language learning it is 

very natural for the learners to remain constantly aware of their own state of ignorance.  

 

They remain conscious and do not give a keen participation as each and every act is 

scrutinized in detail. In such circumstances the learners find little opportunity to assert 

themselves. “They are unlikely to feel drawn out to communicate with those around them 

or to develop positive attitudes towards their learning environment. On the contrary many 

learners will prefer to keep a ‘low profile’ in the hope that they will not be called upon to 

participate openly.”  

 

The environment hence plays a very important role in the learning of a foreign language. 

It is the teacher who has to provide an opportunity to the learners to express themselves 

as well as to motivate them for their open participation. Learners will not be constantly 

corrected, ‘the teacher must be aware that excessive correction will encourage learners to 

shift their focus from meanings to forms.’  

 

Discussion (Debate): 
Discussion is considered as one among the best ways of presenting speech and it is an 

interesting form of oral practice in the classroom."It can provide some of enjoyable and 

productive speaking in language classroom" (Harmer, 1995). 

 

According to (Thornbury, 1998), "many teachers would agree that the best discussions in 

class are those that arise spontaneously either because of something personal that a 

learner reports or because a topic or a text in the course book triggers some debate". 

 

Discussion differs from conversation in the fact that it generally has an identifiable 

purpose. Then it is similar to conversation in the sense that both involve listening 

carefully, considering what others say and speaking. Many of students’ conversational 

abilities will transfer into a discussion situations. 

 

Discussion in foreign language classrooms generally help FL learners to develop their 

communicative abilities. It gives them practice in expressing ideas orally in an organized 
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manner and enables them to arrive at conclusions to clarify or modify ideas, resolve 

differences and find alternative solution. Through discussion learners can bring their 

personal experiences and outside world into the classroom, where they tackle different 

topics and subjects which concern every individual. Little wood(1999), explains that 

through class discussions the learners are able to use the foreign language as a medium to 

talk about their experiences and express their views, opinions and handling their social 

relationships. 

 

Besides this great importance, FL teachers generally claim about what is named 

‘discussion failure’ (Harmer, 2001). The reason of this later as he explains is that FL 

learners are reluctant to give their opinions in front of the whole class because of a 

noticed lack of self-confidence, shyness and fear of making mistakes, lack of adequate 

vocabulary and accurate grammar. 

 

“Many students feel extremely exposed in discussion situation" (Harmer, 2001). In this 

stream, (Harmer,2001) suggests a technique to realize a successful oral discussion and to 

avoid all the speaking difficulties which might encounter the learners , this will be 

through” Buzzgroup" which is based upon the formation of small groups , it gives the 

learner the chance to talk and interact at the same time . 

 

Through this" Buzz group" ' application, before being asked to perform orally in front of 

the whole class, the level of learners stress will be reduced. Harmer, (2001) has illustrates 

some examples to show the usefulness of the cited technique for a whole range of 

discussions, for example: 

1.  Let students to predict the content of a reading text or invite them to talk about 

their reactions to it after reading. 

2.  Discuss what should be included in a news broadcast or have a quick conversation 

about 

 Types of music for example. 

3.  The topic may be fashion and the statements to discuss might include the 

following: 

o Fashion is universal. 

o Fashion is an art form. 

o People shouldn't be judged by what they wear. 

o Fashion is just a way of making people spend money. 

o Fashion celebrates diversity. 

  Extracted from (Thornbury, 1998). 

 

Of course all these statements should be reinforced with a view of eliciting a more 

personal response phrased as questions during the discussion such as; 

o How important is the label on an item of clothing? 

o How often do you shop for clothes? 

o How would you describe your style of dressing?  
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1. To train learners to respond directly and spontaneously through ' instant comments ' 

through showing them pictures or introducing any topic at any stage of the lesson 

then ask them to make their first impressions . 

2. Another example for EFL classroom oral discussion involves 'formal debate' where 

students are asked to prepare arguments in favor or against various prepositions 

(Harmer, 2001), e.g. 

 

An invigilator during an official exam catches a student cheating from a hidden notes: 

The class should discuss the topic of cheating in exams in general and decide about the 

following statements: 

o The invigilator should ignore him. 

o She should give the student a sign to show that she has seen him, so that the student 

will stop. 

o She should inform the exam board so that the student will not be able to pass that 

exam again. 

 

As a result, the important factor to consider when dealing with oral discussions in FL 

classrooms is students’ engagement with the topic and their interest, provide them with 

period for thinking, arrangement of ideas and language expressions they will use.  

 

Simulation 
It is another role play activity which can be to develop oral fluency, “where student 

simulate a real life encounter as if they were doing so in the real world as themselves” 

(Harmer, 2000). 

 

It is similarly defined by (Ur, 1984) “In simulation the individual participants speak and 

react as themselves, but the group role, situation and task they are given is an imaginary 

one”. 

o “Reality of function”; where students feel their complete involvement in the 

situation as if it really exists and they act as a real participants. 

o “A simulated environment” created by the teacher 

o “Structure” in which students must have a general view about the tasks to be 

performed and the activity to be done. 

 

Furthermore, it seems somehow difficult to distinguish between the two sorts of 

activities, i.e. role play and simulation. The clear difference lies in the fact that simulation 

is more difficult than role play since it requires learners not to act as characters that are 

not their own but get more personally involved (using their own background and 

knowledge to the situation). In simulation students generally work with small groups to 

feel confident, cooperative, sharing ideas and create motivation. 

 

Example: 

You are the managing committee of a special school for blind children. You want to 

organize a summer camp for them, but your school budget is insufficient .Decide how 

you might raise the money" (Ur, 2000).  
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7.4 Conclusion 
 

The chapter provides the learners with as many opportunities as possible to learn 

different linguistic forms, their meanings and their functions in different social contexts. 

It contents also tries to bring them as close to reality as possible. The different activities 

suggested serve the purpose of providing the learners, opportunities where he can directly 

apply, what he has learnt in the class. The enhancement of speaking skills gives 

confidence to the learners. They also come to have a better understanding of the 

functional aspect of the target language 

 

Exercise 
Q.1 What is the importance speaking skill in English language?  

Q.2 What are the English speaking advance activities? 

Q.3 How students’ can increase their cognitive capacity for speaking skill? 

Q.4 How students’ can demonstrate confidence in their speaking skill? 

Q.5 Can you suggest some classroom speaking activities?  
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Introduction 
 

This chapter introduces the public speaking skills to the learners’, be it presentation, 

interviews, or speeches. The mentioned contents can be handy for you if you break out in 

cold sweat or even feels butterflies when you think about standing in front of others for 

presentation or interview. It is estimated that a huge number of students’ suffer from the 

fear of public speaking. The learners’ can improve their standing and improve heavily 

after going through from this chapter.  

 

Objectives 
 

At the end of this unit, you will be able to: 

1. Get the idea of how to go beyond the butterflies   

2. Know the situation of the speaker in different contexts 

3. Do’s and don’ts of audience analysis 

4. Using visual aids in presentation 

5. Tips of speech delivery 

6. Plan, outline, you presentation 

 

Activity 

AFFIRMATIONS FOR GETTING  

BEYOND THE BUTTERFLIES 
Directions: Read these aloud enthusiastically, emphasizing the underlined words.  

Maintain speaker’s posture and animated facial expressions. 

1. I am poised and confident when I speak to anyone. 

2. I enjoy expressing my ideas and thoughts to others. 

3. I am able to accept criticism without getting defensive. 

4. I am able to quickly adapt my communication to other people and to the situation. 

5. I am perceptive and aware of the importance of reading other people’s signals 

accurately. 

6. It is OK for me not to be perfect. 

7. I am able to express my ideas briefly and concisely. 

8. I project self-assurance and confidence to others. 

9. My body, voice and words are in harmony with one another. 

10. I make valuable contributions to my world. 

11. I will laugh a lot, even at myself! 

12. I am able to express my ideas in my own unique style. 

13. I turn negative responses into challenges and opportunities.  

14. I strive for a positive response from others, but I am not solely responsible for 

creating those reactions in each and every person. 

15. No matter what happens here today, I will survive! 
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8.1 20 Tips for Getting “Beyond the Butterflies” 
 

1. Learn how to concentrate when you’re in front of an audience. 

2. Act confident until you feel confident. 

3. Think of yourself as a teacher. 

4. Talk on the things that matter.  

5. Have legible notes. 

6. Rehearse. Rehearse. Rehearse. 

7. Get the facts about where you’ll be speaking. 

8. Meet your audience ahead of time. 

9. Don’t rush around on the day of your speech. 

10 Keep your sense of humor. 

11 Identify and choose to overcome the persistent recall of a bad speaking experience 

that may be holding back your progress. 

12 Periodically rate your stage fright on a scale of 1-10. 

13 Reinterpret physical signs of anticipation. 

14 Prepare for your speech well in advance of the date. 

15 Eat and drink moderately on the day of your speech. 

16 Develop a positive sensory orientation, that is, a sensory rich vision of yourself as a 

successful speaker. 

17 Select a speaker you admire as a role model and try to emulate him or her. 

18 Use oral affirmations, that is, positive self-talk to reinforce your potential as a 

speaker. 

19 Actively seek as many public speaking opportunities as possible to practice the 

skill. 

20 Keep a Speaker’s Journal. 
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8.2 Analyzing the Speaking Situation 
 

(Fact Sheet for Speech Engagement) 
 

WHO: 

Organization’s Name: .......................................................................................................................... 

Contact Person: ................................................................................................................................... 

Phone at Work:  ...........................................................  At Home: .................................................... 

Address:............................................................................................................................................... 

WHEN: 

Date of Speech: ................................................................................................................................... 

Times: Arrival  .....................................  Meal  ......................... Speech  .......................................... 

WHAT: 

Total Length of Speech: ....................................................................................................................... 

Title: ..................................................................................................................................................... 

Description of the Event: ...................................................................................................................... 

Other Speakers: ................................................................................................................................... 

 ............................................................................................................................................................. 

Order of Speakers: .............................................................................................................................. 

WHERE: 

Location: .............................................................................................................................................. 

Directions: ............................................................................................................................................ 

 ............................................................................................................................................................. 

HOW: 

Type of Room and Setup: .................................................................................................................... 

 ............................................................................................................................................................. 

Available Equipment: ........................................................................................................................... 

 ............................................................................................................................................................. 

Handouts: ............................................................................................................................................ 

AUDIENCE PROFILE:   Number:  ...............................  Age Range: ................................................ 

Male/Female Ratio:  ........................................ Education:  ................................................................ 

Key Group Members: ........................................................................................................................... 

Occupations: ........................................................................................................................................ 

Turn-On’s/Turn-Off’s: ........................................................................................................................... 

 ............................................................................................................................................................. 

Previous Speakers This Group Has Heard: ......................................................................................... 
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8.3 The Do’s and Don’ts of Audience Analysis 
 

 

Do Don’t 

1.  Get a clear picture (visualize) of your 

audience before you prepare your 

speech. 

1.  Wait until you get to the speech 

to try to understand your 

audience. 

2.  Determine their socio-economic and 

educational background, as well as 

their age, sex, and number in 

attendance. 

2.  Surprise yourself by discovering 

the size of the audience when you 

arrive at the speech. 

3.  Determine why your audience is 

listening to you. (W.I.I.F.M.) 

3.  Have more fun speaking than 

your audience has listening. Take 

the attitude you want; they have 

to listen to you anyway 

4.  Determine your audience’s 

knowledge and experience in your 

subject matter. 

4.   Assume they know less than they 

do about your topic. Assume they 

know more than they do about 

your topic. 

5.  Determine their vested interests. 5.  Assume they will automatically 

reject your thesis. Assume they 

will automatically accept your 

thesis. 

6.  Look for their hidden agendas. 6.  Threaten your audience through 

your words or actions. 

7.  Identify what limitations you will 

have to face in communicating with 

them. (attitudes, pre-conceived ideas, 

etc.) 

7.  Ignore their pre-conceptions and 

prejudices. 

8.  Look for a single, primary motive that 

binds the individuals into a group. 

8.  Disregard the tie-in between your 

objective and the group. 

9.  Monitor audience reaction throughout 

your speech. 

 

9.  Fail to notice how they are 

reacting to your speech as it 

progresses. 

10.  Try to understand what they will be 

thinking and feeling just as you are 

introduced. 

10.  Be overly sensitive in interpreting 

how they are reacting to your 

speech as it progresses. 
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8.4 Using Visual Aids in Your Presentation 
 

Where and How to Stand 

One major problem when using visual aids is that speakers often give their presentations 

to the visuals, and not to the audience.  This problem can be easily corrected if the 

speaker remembers to keep shoulder orientation toward the audience at all times as 

illustrated in figure #1.  Figure #2 shows what happens when your shoulders turn toward 

the visuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1                                              Fig.2 

 

Remember: Don’t speak until you have eye contact with your audience!  If you must 

write something on the flipchart, overhead or white board, stop-talking while you write. 

 

THIS 
IS 

BETTER 
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VISUAL AIDS GUIDE 
 

TYPE ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES TIPS 

BLACKBOARD Versatile. 
Easily available. 
Inexpensive. 
Good for informal 
message, small group, 
audience involvement. 
Room can stay lit. 

Have to turn back to 
audience to write. 
Have to stop and erase. 
Cannot be seen in large 
room. 
May not be very legible. 

Stand to one side so the 
audience can see and you 
can maintain eye contact. 
Use heavy lines and colored 
chalk for ease in reading. 
Prepare all diagrams ahead of 
time so you can copy them 
quickly and neatly. Erase 
ideas when finished. Practice 
writing legibly on board. 

FLIPCHARTS 
 (EASELS) 

Advantages of 
blackboard, plus more 
professional appearance, 
especially if you get 
professional help 
preparing them. 
Flexible (you can change 
the order). 

Clumsy to carry around. 
Not good for large room. 
 

Be sure charts are clearly 
visible. 
Use heavy lines, colors. 
Be simple—one idea per 
chart. Don’t talk to chart. (Try 
using a pointer to keep you to 
one side.) 
Keep chart covered until 
ready for it. 
Have two or three felt-tip pens 
in each color.  

OVERHEAD 
PROJECTIONS 

Portable. 
Easy to use. 
Inexpensive. 
Prepared ahead of time, 
but flexible (you can 
eliminate some or 
change order). 
You can face the 
audience. 
Room stays lit. 
Machine is up front with 
speaker. 
Little chance of 
mechanical failure. 

Clumsy to carry around. 
Projector may block 
view. 

Watch that machinery doesn’t 
block view. 
Focus. Practice using 
machine. 

SLIDES Prepared ahead of time. 
Projectors are portable, 
small, and unobtrusive. 
Easy to use. 
Professional look. 
Legible type and charts. 
Frequent slide changes 
can speed your 
presentation.  
Slide can be rearranged 
and reused. 

Expansive if 
professionally prepared. 
Room must be darkened. 

Watch that machinery doesn’t 
block view. 
Focus. 
Practice using machine. 
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VIDEOTAPE Novelty. 
Instant replay. 
Room can be lit. 
Good for repeated, 
standardized 
presentations. 
Excellent for training and 
rehearsal where 
feedback is important. 

Expensive. 
Cameras are bulky (but 
getting smaller and 
lighter). 
Need TV monitor for 
viewing. 
TV format can distract 
audience from speaker. 

Rent the most modern 
equipment you can find. 
Practice first. 

HANDOUTS    

CASSETTE 
TAPES 

   

 

8.5 Tips of Speech Delivery 
 

1. EYE CONTACT: 

 Sweep the audience with your eyes. 

 Deliver one idea to one person and then move on. 

 

2. FACIAL EXPRESSION; 

 Show emotion in your face and eyes to keep your audience’s attention. 

 

3. BODY LANGUAGE AT THE PODIUM:  

 Be ready (mentally) as soon as you enter the room while you sit at your 

seat waiting to be called up to the podium. 

 When you get up to the podium: 

a) Keep your eye contact down for a moment while you get yourself set to go. 

b) Re-check the lecture and make level.  

c) Stand straight, your weight evenly distributed on the balls of your feet. 

d) Get your first line in mind. 

e) Take a deep breath. 

f) Look up at your audience, smile and begin. 

 

8.5.1 Rehearsing Your Speech 
I. When should you rehearse? 

A. As early as possible 

B. As often as possible (spaced intervals) 

C. No last minute rehearsals 

II. How should you rehearse? 

3. Tape recorder (play back often in car) 

4. Mirror 

5. Video 

6. Friendly Audience 

7. Other? 

III. When should you practice with your visual aids? 

A. Equipment usage 
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B. Enough ink in magic markers 

C. Flipchart position 

D. Try everything out  

E. Spare parts 

IV. How can you practice effective eye contact. (How to use notes and also look at 

your audience). 

 

8.5.2 Planning Your Presentation: 
 

DETERMINING YOUR OBJECTIVE 

I. Make your objective behavioral. 

A. The objective is another way of stating your REASON for the presentation. 

B. State it in terms of audience behavior. 

 Example: “To enable the audience to recognize_____________.” 

II. Make your objective explicit. 

A. Is it to inform? 

B. Is it to persuade? 

C. Is it to entertain? 

D. Is it a combination? 

 

Write the behavioral objective of a talk you recently gave or plan to give. 

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 

8.5.3  Effective Presentation Planning Form 
        Target  Check when   

          Date   Completed 

 

1. Determine your purpose for speaking.  _________ __________ 

2. Analyze your audience and speaking situation. _________ __________ 

3. Review the presentation arrangements. (Send _________ __________  

 out your introduction, AV requirements, and  

 suggested seating plan). 

4. Formulate your objective.    _________ __________ 

5. Brainstorm ideas for your talk.   _________ __________ 

6. Research your subject if necessary.  _________ __________ 

7. Add and/or subtract ideas to your brainstorming. _________ __________ 

8. Put your ideas into a pattern.   _________ __________ 

9. Write a rough draft or fleshed-out set of notes. _________ __________ 

10. Edit for grammar, style, etc.   _________ __________ 

11. Develop an interesting opening and title.  _________ __________ 

12. Write an effective close.    _________ __________ 

13.  If you have written a manuscript, transfer your  _________ __________  
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 key ideas from script to not form. 

14. Practice out loud (in front of a “live” critic). _________ __________ 

16. Tape record your speech.    _________ __________ 

17. Practice use of your AV aids.   _________ __________ 

18. Prepare for the question-and-answer session by  _________ __________ 

 having answers to probable questions ready. 

19. Arrive early and do relaxation and warm-up techniques. On the day of your 

 Speech.      ________ ________ 

 

Now You’re Talking: 
Go back to the objective you formulated in the last exercise.  Brainstorm as many ideas 

as you can to develop that objective. 

 

1. STATE YOUR OBJECTIVE HERE: 

  .....................................................................................................................................  

  .....................................................................................................................................  

  .....................................................................................................................................  

  .....................................................................................................................................  

 

2. BRAINSTORM: 

  .....................................................................................................................................  

  .....................................................................................................................................  

  .....................................................................................................................................  

  .....................................................................................................................................  

 

3. Read your ideas out loud at the podium. Use as much eye contact as possible. 
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8.5.4 Outlining Your Speech 
1. Determine and write down your objective (purpose). 

2. Brainstorm all the points you want to make. 

3. Look over your list and group closely-related points into sections.  (If you were 

describing an automobile, for example, you’d put all points about mileage in one 

section, all the points about safety in another, and so on). 

4. Arrange your sections in a pattern (sequence form).  Does your information lend 

itself to a chronological, spatial, topical, psychological or two-sided pattern? 

5. Now within each section, arrange your points in logical, understandable order. 

 

There you have your outline, needing only an introduction and conclusion. 

An alternative to outlining on paper is to use 3” x 5” cards to list your points.  This is a 

practical and flexible way to outline because you can add, delete or change the location of 

points easily. 

 

8.5.5 Developing an Outline Based On Your Pattern Of Organization 
Prepare an outline which reflects your pattern of organization. 

 

Objective: ..............................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 

Type of Overall Pattern for Your Speech:  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 

OUTLINE OF IDEAS: 

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  
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8.5.6 The first five minutes:  Tips for great introductions 
1. GRAB your audience’s attention immediately! 

A. An anecdote 

B. A personal statement 

C. A startling statement 

D. A reference to a well-known event 

E. A question to the audience that will surely elicit an unanimous reaction 

F. A famous quotation or statistic 

G. A definition 

H. A reference to a previous speaker 

2. Establish your COMMON GROUND. 

3. COMPLIMENT them.  

4. Give them your ROAD MAP. 

A. How long? 

B. When to ask questions. 

C. What audience participation you’ll be asking for. 

5. Tell them your OBJECTIVE. 

 

If your introduction is good, your audience should be sitting there thinking: 

“This speaker has something interesting and important to tell me. She/he won’t waste my 

time. She/he seems well organized and knowledgeable. If she/he sticks to the time limit, 

I’ll listen!” 
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8.5.7 Introduction Planning Form 
 

GRABBER: 

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

COMMON GROUND:  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

COMPLIMENT: 

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

ROAD MAP:  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

OBJECTIVE: 

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  
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8.5.8 The Last Five Minutes:  Tips For Great Conclusions 
1. TRANSITION from the body to the conclusion.  

2. SUMMARIZE all of your main points. 

3. ASK for questions.  

4. ENCOURAGE the audience into ACTION. 

A. Respond or business cards. 

B. Show of hands. 

C. Sign-ups 

D. Other: 

5. GIVE the audience a last, great thought like a: 

A. Quotation. 

B. Reference back to your opening or title 

C. Joe 

D. Anecdote 

E. Challenge 

F. Future projection 

G. Strong rhetorical question 

H. Other ideas: 

6. Finish with a strong downward inflection in your voice, direct eye contact, and a 

smile! 

 

8.5.9 Conclusion Planning Form 
 

Transition from the “Body”: .................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 

Summary: ..............................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 

Action 

Step: ......................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  
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 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 

A Last, Great Thought: 

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 ..............................................................................................................................................  

 

Exercise 
Q.1 How the students can go beyond the butterflies?  

Q.2 What are the situation of the speaker in different contexts? 

Q.3 What are do’s and don’ts of audience analysis? 

Q.4 How to use visual aids in presentation? 

Q.5 What are different tips of speech delivery? 

Q.6 How to plan, outline, you presentation? 
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Introduction 
 

In this Unit on testing, we shall focus on both listening and speaking together. They are 

sometimes referred to as the aural and oral skills, but we think it is more realistic and 

programmatic to include both listening and speaking within the oral skill. Although we 

are at pains throughout this course to stress the essentially integrative nature of the 

language skills. It is clear that listening and speaking are more closely bound together 

than reading and writing, for instance. For testing purposes, they undoubtedly belong 

together. 

 

In our discussion of the testing and assessment of speaking we want to examine the 

speaker’s ability to both initiate dialogue and respond in an appropriate manner. In this, 

the twin approaches of accuracy and fluency will again be significant. We shall look at 

the continued use of reading aloud as an instrument for the measurement of accuracy, and 

at unscripted dialogue with the examiner as a means of evaluating fluency and social 

awareness. 

 

Objectives 
 

After studying this unit and attempting the questions and activities, you should be able to: 

1. outline 3 different types of listening test 

2. distinguished between global listening and detailed listening 

3. design both global and detailed listening test for a given text 

4. design a listening test that is linked to note-taking 

5. justify the use of a flexible marking system for use with multiple-choice tests 

6. outline two different ways of using reading aloud as a partial test of oral skills 

7. define, and illustrate, the term interactive with reference to oral tests. 
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9.1 Testing the Listening Skill 
 

We have already seen how the L2 listener has to react instantly to both individual, and 

discrete, sounds and to a continuity of combined sounds. That is, his problem is 

sometimes the difference between fourteen and forty in an otherwise perfectly intelligible 

utterance, and sometimes the sheer rapidity and fluency of connected speech in a 

sentences such as Tell him to live with Les. 

 

Following this lack of comprehension, the listener might well have to ask for a repetition 

of the information by means of such requests as Do you mean ONE-FOUR or FOUR-

ZERO? And Tell WHO to do WHAT? Using the telephone in L2 often throws up 

problems of this kind, and this is a useful area for the integration of listening and 

speaking skills – as we hope to illustrate by means of our first activity. 

 

Activity 1 
You are speaking on the telephone and you are not sure whether you have heard choice 

(a) or choice (b) below. Ask the speaker to clarify it for you. Decide what you would say 

the first time and Note that in an authentic test you would listen to the utterance 

containing the comprehension problem. 

 

a. Can we meet on (a) Tuesday (b) Thursday? 

1
st
 

2
nd

 

b. (a) I can`t come any later.       (b) I can come with a letter. 

 

1
st
: ..........................................................................................................................................  

 

2
nd

: .........................................................................................................................................  

 

Above, we referred to the listener having to react to what he hears. This reaction to sound 

is very closely related to the essential difference between hearing and listening; if we are 

deliberately listening to something, we react to it in some way. This reaction can take a 

number of different forms according to our listening purpose; are we listening for 

additional knowledge on a topic, essential information, for directions, for social 

interaction, for pleasure, etc.? 

 

Activity 2 
What would your likely listening purpose be if you had deliberately chosen to listen to 

the following? 

a.  A TV personality telling funny stories 

b.  Someone explaining to you how to get to the railway station. 

c.  A PIA flight departure announcement. 

d.  A friend’s description of a holiday.  

e.  A well-known literary authority lecturing on the poetry of Iqbal. 
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Because the kinds of listening outlined above have their different purposes, they also 

have their different reactions or outcomes. The likely reaction to (a) is laughter and a 

possible humorous comment. The reaction to (b) and (c) is certain to be movement of 

some kind. The reaction to (d) is likely to be questions and comment to indicate interest 

and social involvement. The reaction to (e), on the other hand, might well be careful 

attention and note-taking. In addition to subsequent movement (actually getting to the 

station), the reaction to (b) might well include additional questions, requests for repetition 

and possibly a rough diagram. 

 

Let us now return to the testing of the listening skill. We have already established that we 

listen to different things for different purposes and that this diversity leads to different 

outcomes. 

 

Listening and doing is probably the simplest and purest form of listening test. For 

example if you direct a student to “Put the small yellow box on the blue tray” and the 

student is able to perform the action successfully, we can say that true listening with 

understanding has taken place.  

 

Question 
At what level of language learning do you think such listen and do tests should be used? 

 

Listening and drawing test are an extension of ‘listen and do’ since the reaction or 

outcome is again non-verbal. However, the tasks can be more demanding and often 

necessitate a limited amount of writing – if only to label a diagram.  

 

Most listening tests require students to listen and write, especially if we are concerned 

with testing at intermediate and advanced level. Within this category, we must 

differentiate between global listening and detailed ‘listening.  

 

a) Global listening requires the listener to identify the main theme of the spoken 

passage, understand the gist of it and recognize its main function. Here are some 

un-contextualised examples of global questions: 

 What is the passage about? [from given choices] 

 How many people take part in the conversation? 

 Where do you think it all takes places? 

 Do you think the writer of the passage is trying to inform us, amuse us, anger 

us or shock us? 

 Suggest a suitable title for it. 

b) Detailed listening requires the listener to react to specific items in the text by 

answering questions that focus on individual points – on single ideas, words and 

phrases. Such questions are often presented in some kind of multiple-choice 

format. Instead of attempting to illustrate such questions without a context, we 

shall now make use of a listening activity in order to exemplify both types of 

questions. 
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Activity 3 
For this activity, you need to work as a group. Ask one of your fellows to read aloud the 

text given below and try to answer the following questions. When you will be teacher you 

can use audio recordings to teach your students. 

 

Audio File 
If you are viewing this book online you can listen to this audio by clicking the icon 

below. 

the-three-questions-by-leo-tolstoy.MP3
 

 

The thought came to a certain king that he would never fail if he knew three things. 

These three things were: What is the right time to begin something? Which people 

should he listen to? What is the most important thing for him to do?  

The king, therefore, sent messengers throughout his kingdom, promising a large sum 

of money to anyone who would answer these three questions.  

Many wise men came to the king, but they all answered his questions differently.  

In reply to the first question, some said the king must prepare a timetable and then 

follow it strictly. Only in this way, they said, could he do everything at its proper time. 

Others said that it was impossible to decide in advance the right time for doing 

something. The king should notice all that was going on, avoid foolish pleasures and 

always do whatever seemed necessary at that time. Yet others said that the king needed 

a council of wise men who would help him act at the proper time. This was because 

one man would find it impossible to decide correctly, without help from others, the 

right time for every action.  

But then others said that there were some things which could be urgent. These things 

could not wait for the decision of the council. In order to decide the right time for 

doing something, it is necessary to look into the future. And only magicians could do 

that. The king, therefore, would have to go to magicians.  

In their answers to the second question, some said that the people most necessary to the 

king were his councilors; others said, the priests. A few others chose the doctors. And 

yet others said that his soldiers were the most necessary. 

 To the third question, some said science. Others chose fighting, and yet others 

religious worship.  

As the answers to his questions were so different, the king was not satisfied and gave 

no reward. Instead, he decided to seek the advice of a certain hermit, who was widely 

known for his wisdom.  

The hermit lived in a wood which he never left. He saw no one but simple people and 

so the king put on ordinary clothes. Before he reached the hermit’s hut the king left his 

horse with his bodyguard and went on alone.  

As the king came near the hermit’s hut, he saw the hermit digging the ground in front 

of his hut. He greeted the king and continued digging. The hermit was old and weak 
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and as he worked, he breathed heavily.  

The king went up to the hermit and said, “I have come to you, wise hermit, to ask you 

to answer three questions: How can I learn to do the right thing at the right time? Who 

are the people I need most? And what affairs are the most important?"  

The hermit listened to the king, but did not speak. He went on digging. “You are tired," 

said the king. “Let me take the spade and work in your place."  

“Thanks," said the hermit, giving the king his spade. Then he sat down on the ground.  

When the king had dug two beds, he stopped and repeated his questions. The hermit 

gave no answer, but stood up, stretching out his hand for the spade and said, “Now you 

rest and let me work." But the king did not give him the spade and continued to dig.  

One hour passed, then another. The sun went down behind the trees and at last the king 

stuck the spade into the ground and said, “I came to you, wise man, for an answer to 

my questions. If you can give me no answer, tell me so and I will return home."  

“Here comes someone running," said the hermit.  

The king turned round and saw a bearded man running towards them. His hands were 

pressed against his stomach from which blood was flowing. When he reached the king 

he fainted and fell to the ground. The king and the hermit removed the man’s clothing 

and found a large wound in his stomach. The king washed and covered it with his 

handkerchief, but the blood would not stop flowing. The king re-dressed the wound 

until at last the bleeding stopped.  

The man felt better and asked for something to drink. The king brought fresh water and 

gave it to him. By this time the sun had set and the air was cool. The king with the 

hermit’s help carried the wounded man into the hut and laid him on the bed. The man 

closed his eyes and lay quiet. The king, tired by his walk and the work he had done, lay 

down on the floor and slept through the night. When he awoke, it was several minutes 

before he could remember where he was or who the strange bearded man lying on the 

bed was.  

“Forgive me!" said the bearded man in a weak voice, when he saw that the king was 

awake.  

“I do not know you and have nothing to forgive you for," said the king.  

“You do not know me, but 1 know you. 1 am that enemy of yours who swore revenge 

on you, because you put my brother to death and seized my property. I knew you had 

gone alone to see that hermit and I made up my mind to kill you on your way home. 

But the day passed and you did not return. So I left my hiding-place and I came upon 

your bodyguard who recognised me and wounded me. I escaped from him but I should 

have died if you had not dressed my wounds. I wished to kill you and you have saved 

my life. Now, if I live, I will serve you as your most faithful servant and will order my 

sons to do the same. Forgive me!"  

The king was very happy to have made peace with his enemy so easily and to have 

won him over as a friend. He not only forgave him but said he would send his servants 

and his own doctor to look after him and he promised to give back the man his 

property.  

Leaving the wounded man, the king went out of the hut and looked round for the 

hermit. Before going away he wished once more to get answers to his questions. The 

hermit was on his knees sowing seeds in the beds that had been dug the day before. 
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The king went up to the hermit and said, “For the last time I beg you to answer my 

questions, wise man."  

“You have already been answered!" said the hermit still bending down to the ground 

and looking up at the king as he stood before him.  

“How have I been answered? What do you mean?" 

“Do you not see?" replied the hermit. “If you had not pitied my weakness yesterday 

and had not dug these beds for me, you would have gone away. Then that man would 

have attacked you and you would have wished you had stayed with me. So the most 

important time was when you were digging the beds. And I was the most important 

man and to do me good was your most important business. Afterwards, when the man 

ran to us, the most important time was when you were caring for him, because if you 

had not dressed his wounds he would have died without having made peace with you. 

So he was the most important man and what you did for him was your most important 

business.  

“Remember then, there is only one time that is important and that time is Now. It is the 

most important time because it is the only time we have any power to act.  

“The most necessary person is the person you are with at a particular moment for no 

one knows what will happen in the future and whether we will meet anyone else. The 

most important business is to do that person good because we were sent into this world 

for that purpose alone." 

 

Global Listening 
a) Underline what you consider to be the most suitable title: 

 i.  A Wise King. ii.  The Three Questions. 

 iii.  Life in the Palace.  iv.  The Reward. 

b) Underline the word which best describes the general nature of the passage: 

 HISTORICAL    POLITICAL    NARRATIVE       RELIGIOUS 

c) Does the content of the passage deal with modern times?  

d) Underline the word which best describes its style. 

 JOURNALISTIC  

 MORALIZING   

 STORY-TRELLING 

 SATIRICAL  

 

Detailed Listening 
e) Fill in the blanks: 

 The king wanted to know ______ things. He wanted to know ____________ begin 

something: what people he ought to __________________: what was 

the____________________________________ for him to do. 

f) How did the king intend to reward the person who gave him the right answers? 

g) Some people said that the king needed a council of wise men. Is this TRUE or 

FALSE? 

h) Complete the following table to indicate the answers to the second question: 
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i) What was the king’s final decision? 

 

9.2 Listening and Note Taking 
 

In Activity 3 we tried to illustrate both global listening and detailed listening as applied to 

the same text. We also made deliberate use of a reading text for listening comprehension 

purposes. Sometimes, however, a student has to listen intensively for detail and sustain 

such listening over a much longer period of time, as when he listens to a lecture.  

 

Such listening will differ from our earlier example (Activity 3) in two major respects: 

there will be very little global listening and a conscious effort will be necessary to 

rehearse the information for purposes of long-term memory. 

 

Questions 
i. Why is there much less global listening involved when a student has to listen to a 

lecture on a given topic?  

ii. How can a student ensure that new information is remembered when listening to a 

lecture? 

 

Activity 4 
This activity is set out as a fragment of a somewhat more formal test. You should attempt 

the activity as a genuine listening test. 

 

Listening Test 
 You are about to hear a lecture on Charles Dickens Early works and you will be 

tested on your ability to listen and understand. After the talk you will be required to 

answer some questions on the subject. 

 To make the test more authentic, listen ONLY ONCE. 

 You will be allowed to make your own notes as you listen and you should use the 

space provided below for this purpose. Your notes will not be marked or assessed 

in any way. Your assessment will be based only on your answers to the questions 

that follow the listening passage. 

 Remember that your answers should be based on WHAT THE SPEAKER SAYS – 

note on your own background knowledge. 
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Audio File 
If you are viewing this book online you can listen to this audio by clicking the icon 

below. We have provided same lecture in written form as well. 

 

 
 

Dickens—Early Works 

Scope: In this lecture, we will focus on the early works of Charles Dickens, covering the 

period from 1833 to 1846. Dickens’s initial publications were urban sketches, and they 

offered early signs of his obsession with London. As he tried his hand at longer works of 

fiction, Dickens experimented with many styles and forms. Each of his early works took 

him in a new direction, and at times, he seemed unsure of what he wanted to do or where 

he wanted to go. By the time he finished Martin Chuzzlewit in the summer of 1844, he had 

reached a turning point in his career and was poised on the verge of his greatest 

achievements in fiction. After lectures on Thackeray and the Brontës, who presented him 

with the first serious competition of his career, we will return to Dickens, surveying those 

achievements and concluding the first part of our course. 

Outline 

I.  Charles Dickens is the most important single figure in the history of English 

fiction, and because his achievement is so enormous, we will need to divide his 

career in two. 

 A. In this lecture, we will consider his earliest works, following his progress 

from 1833 to 1846. 

 B.  In a later lecture, we will consider the great achievements of his later 

years—a period that includes  

  Dombey and Son (1847–1848), David Copperfield (1849–1850), Bleak 

House (1852–1853), and Great Expectations (1860–1861). 

II.  Dickens’s life story is at least as remarkable as the stories contained in his 

novels. 

 A.  He was born in 1812 and died in 1870. His origins were middle-class, but 

he also experienced poverty firsthand, when his father was arrested and 

imprisoned for debt. 

 B.  Before his father’s arrest, Dickens had begun to dream of achieving some 

sort of distinction in life. Those dreams were shattered as he was sent off 

to work in a factory. 

 C.  Scholars and biographers agree that Dickens’s experience of neglect and 

poverty was formative, serving as the basis for much of his later fiction. 

III.  Dickens began his career as an urban journalist, producing sketches and stories 

for several London publications. 
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 A.  He was one of the first major writers for whom urbanization was an 

established fact. By the mid-1830s, when he published his first book, the 

population of London was already well over 1.5 million people. 

 B. In a passage from a sketch called “Gin-Shops” (1835), we can see the 

beginnings of his later view of the city. 

  1.  He begins by telling us that his aim is to “sketch the bar of a large 

gin-shop”—but then explains that we cannot get to our destination 

without passing through a “filthy and miserable” neighborhood 

called the “Rookery.” 

  2.  At first, we may be surprised by Dickens’s juxtaposition of the 

“wretched” Rookery with the “splendid” interior of the gin-shop; 

later, we realize that the two places are closely connected, with the 

slums providing customers for the gin-shop—and alcoholism 

keeping those customers in poverty. 

  3.  For Dickens, it’s the business of the writer to expose such 

connections, to represent the city as a whole, instead of focusing on 

particular neighborhoods or classes. 

 C.  Dickens learned a great deal from writing the sketches, but he did not 

master the arts of extending a narrative or developing a character. 

IV.  In the first decade of his career, as he tried his hand at longer works of fiction, 

Dickens experimented with many different styles. 

 A.  Each of his early works took him in a new direction, and at times, he 

seemed unsure of what he wanted to do or where he wanted to go: Should 

he be a journalist? An editor? A playwright? 

 B.  Through much of this period, he was not usually regarded as a novelist. 

  1.  Contemporary reviewers still associated the form of the novel with 

Sir Walter Scott, whose stories had always spanned three separate 

volumes. 

  2.  Publication in three volumes was encouraged by the owners of 

circulating libraries—institutions a bit like modern video stores—

and it would remain dominant for much of the 19th century. 

  3.  Dickens’s use of serial publication allowed him to operate outside 

this system, yet it also made his works somewhat difficult to 

classify. Because his early works didn’t look much like novels, they 

were often identified as miscellanies or magazines. 

V.  To flesh out our understanding of this situation, let’s consider Dickens’s first 

attempt at a longer, more substantial work of fiction: The Pickwick Papers 

(1836–1837) 

 A.  After a shaky beginning, Pickwick enjoyed enormous success, forging a 

lasting bond between Dickens and the English reading public. 

 B.  At no point in the course of Pickwick’s run was Dickens expected to 

produce anything like a novel. Pickwick was always supposed to be a 

series of episodes, not an extended narrative. 

VI.  As Dickens worked on his next two books, he often seemed eager to establish 

himself as a novelist. 
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 A.  Though he first conceived of Oliver Twist (1837–1838) as a political 

satire, he later tried to turn the work into a novel, adding a love story and 

deepening the mystery surrounding Oliver’s birth 

 B.  In Nicholas Nickleby (1838–1839), which follows the adventures of a 

young man and culminates in his marriage to his sweetheart, Dickens 

seemed to take another step in the direction of the novel. 

 C.  Nevertheless, these works lacked the coherent plots of such works as Tom 

Jones and Waverley; thus, they, too, were viewed as serials or miscellanies. 

 D.  Dickens’s early works were largely improvised. He would begin with 

ideas for a few characters or situations and, perhaps, with some sense of 

the ending, but he made up the rest on the fly 

VII.  Over the next few years, Dickens would continue to experiment, producing some 

of the most varied and unusual works of his career. 

 A.  In The Old Curiosity Shop (1840–1841), he drew much of his inspiration 

from fairy tales. The result was enormously popular but also difficult to 

classify; critical responses were deeply divided. 

 B.  In Barnaby Rudge (1841), his fifth major work, Dickens finally came up 

with something unmistakably novelistic. 

  1.  Barnaby Rudge, a historical novel modeled on the works of Scott, 

dramatized the Gordon Riots of 1780. 

  2.  Though Dickens hoped that Barnaby Rudge would secure his 

reputation as a serious writer, it actually had a different effect, 

alienating both readers and critics. 

 C.  In Martin Chuzzlewit (1843–1844), Dickens returned to contemporary 

subjects, once again focusing on the life and adventures of a young hero. 

  1.  Dickens tried to give Chuzzlewit the coherence lacking in his earlier 

work, paying greater attention to character development and 

centering the story on the larger theme of selfishness. 

  2.  Though not a failure on the order of Barnaby Rudge, Chuzzlewit 

was not successful. Sales of the opening installments were low, and 

reviews were mixed. 

VIII.  By the time Martin Chuzzlewit completed its run in the summer of 1844, 

Dickens had reached a turning point. 

 A.  His initial attempts at novel-writing had been unsuccessful, and as one 

London paper reported, it was becoming “the rage to decry [him].” 

  1.  Dickens’s disappointment was deepened by the fact that he felt and 

knew himself to be making progress, to be growing and developing 

as an artist. 

  2.  As he worked on Chuzzlewit, Dickens had begun to develop his 

understanding of the novel form, in which a narrative could be both 

disciplined and expansive, coherent and freewheeling. 

 B.  In our next two lectures, we will consider the work of writers often viewed 

as rivals to Dickens. After those lectures, we will return to Dickens 

himself, surveying his later works and assessing his most impressive 

achievements in the novel form. 
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Note 
The questions that you will have to answer after the lecture will be about the items listed 

below. Write your own rough notes under each heading. 

 

Now Listen to the Lecture and Write Your Notes 

1. His Origin 

2. What sort of man was his father 

3. Beginning of his career  

4. His early works  

5. What was Pickwick paper? 

6. Themes of his novels 

 

You have just listened to the beginning of a lecture on Charles Dickens. You now have 

10 minutes to answer the 15 questions that follow. Put a circle round the appropriate 

letter in each case as the best answer to each question. 

 

Questions 
1. Dickens’ father was sent to prison because –  

 A.  He was a hardened criminal.     B.  He owed money.   

 C.  He humiliated his son.  

2. Dickens became a reporter and journalist after –  

A. A great deal of education.  B. A lot of hard work. 

B. Some very degrading work. 

3. The speaker said that one reason for the poverty and hardship of the time was –  

 A.  Low salaries B.  The industrial revolution. 

 C.  Alcoholism. 

4. Why were his early works not considered as  novels –  

 A.  They lacked realism. B.  They had incoherent plots. 

 C.  There was no development of characters. 

5. Pickwick paper was published in the form of –  

 A. Letters. 

 B. Episodes. 

 C. Complete book. 

 

Question 
This test was intended to be done with a live speaker. Assuming that you listen to the talk 

only once; does the use of a recorded talk make the test easier or more difficult? Give 

reasons. 

 

Activity 5 
Write two alternative questions which you might use for similar listening comprehension 

purposes. 
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9.3 Dictation 
 

We shall simply draw brief attention to dictation as a now widely – accepted language 

test. It is no longer seen as narrow test of spelling and the accurate reproduction of 

studied text; it is viewed rather as a test which forces the listener to make use of a range 

of language skills in an integrated fashion. 

 

Although we now see the value of dictation as being in its global or integrative nature, it 

can still be used as a discrete test to focus on various detailed aspects of language use. 

For this purpose, a partial dictation can be used. You can narrate a short story to your 

students and they may be given a test to fill in missing words.  

 

9.4 Evaluation 
 

As far as the listening skill is concerned, we shall discuss the marking and assessment of 

just one activity. Activity 4 involved answering five multiple – choice questions on the 

content of a lecture. If we allocate two marks to each question and you got all five correct 

(As we are sure you did), you ended up with 10 marks out of 10, or 100%. However, let 

us now consider two cases where students scored 0 out of 10 by making the wrong 

choices each time. If you accept our key as being valid, they could not be given any mark 

other than zero. Or could they? 

 

Look again at the multiple choices for each question. Once the best answer has been 

identified and rewarded with 2 marks, are the remaining two answers equally wrong. Let 

us examine one of the questions a little more closely. 

 

Question 2 

Dickens became a reporter and novelist after – 

A.  A great deal of education. 

B.  A lot of hard work. 

C.  Some very degrading work. 

 

Although it is mentioned that he was forced to take on humble work, no link is suggested 

between that and his subsequent work as a reporter and journalist. There is, however, a 

link between hard work and success as a reporter, however it is also clearly stated that he 

had only little education. Thus, we must accept option B as being correct and judge 

option A to be totally wrong. But, what about option C? It is correct as far as a strict time 

sequence is concerned, and it certainly does not present totally misleading information in 

the way that option A does. To answer the question that we asked ourselves at the end of 

4.2, No, choices A and C do not appear to be equally wrong. 

 

If you look again at the three choices in all five multiple choices questions, you will see 

that one is always correct, one always totally incorrect and a third somewhere in between 
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and having an element of truth in it or, at least, a link with sequential progression and 

coherence. 

 

Question  
Can you suggest a more flexible marking scheme that would take into account partially 

correct answers? Do not feel that you have to keep to a maximum of two marks for each 

answer. 

 

9.5 Testing Oral Skills 
 

Let US begin by reiterating a few of the things that people have said about the subject. 

a. At all stages beyond the elementary levels of mimicry and repetition it [the ability 

to speak] is an extremely difficult skill to test, as it is far too complex a skill to 

permit any reliable analysis to be made for the purpose of objective testing. 

 [J B Heaton, Writing English Language Tests, Longman] 

b. In many tests of oral production, it is neither possible nor desirable to separate the 

speaking skills from the listening skills.   

c. Oral skills are the most difficult to test. It is easy enough to get an impression, and 

probably a fairly accurate one, from just listening to our students talk, but it is very 

hard to make an accurate assessment. 

 [Hubbard et al, A Training Course in TEFL, Oxford] 

d. It is understandable that the testing of speaking has been so widely neglected. It is 

time – consuming and administratively awkward. Problems of validity and 

reliability have loomed large. But unless speaking is tested, it will continue to be 

under – emphasized in teaching. 

 [Abbott & Wingard (eds) The teaching of English as an International 

Language, Collins] 

e. Oral tests are difficult to administer since by their very nature they are very 

individual ………. Oral tests are very time – consuming and, for this very reason, 

usually neglected in schools and colleges. 

f. The typical English language learning experience in Pakistan is almost devoid of 

any speaking practice at all, and indeed, this is reflected in the examination system, 

which has no provision for the examination of oral skills. Such a situation is found 

in many school courses throughout the world. 

 

After all these rather negative views on oral testing, you must be wondering why we are 

still pursing the matter! Is it something that is worth trying? Look again at the six 

excerpts. Are they truly negative in their assessment of the value of oral testing, or are 

they critical of a certain lack of effort? We believe the latter. 

 

Questions 

 To what extent are excerpts (a) and (d) in agreement? 

 What point (d) and (f) make in common? 

 Which excerpt makes a similar point to the one we made in 1.2 of this Unit. 
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 Do you think the excerpts emphasise the difficulty of oral tests or their futility? 

 How would you differentiate between impression and assessment as the terms are 

used? 

 

Let us then admit that oral testing is time-consuming, difficult to organize, awkward to 

administer and suspect in its degree of accurate assessment. It is, nevertheless, true that 

many candidates for various jobs have to demonstrate their ability to understand and 

reply appropriately to spoken English. Interviews are oral examinations, and students 

have the right to expect to be given practice in the listening and speaking skills that such 

interviews impose on them. 

 

Although we would agree that the bulk of useful practice is gained by means of well-

designed communicative activities, students also need practice in the sort of one-to-one 

situation that is forced upon them in an examination. More advanced students also need 

some experience of the kind of tension that develops quite naturally in such a situation. 

 

We shall now look at a range of oral tests, such as those used by various international 

examination boards, and try to see what they aim to assess and how they go about it. 

However, in doing so, we are painfully aware of the limitations imposed on us by the 

constraints of distance education. In face-to-face teaching the various kinds of speaking 

tests can at least be sampled and demonstrated; we are forced to view them from a 

distance and rely on secondary aids such as audio cassettes. However, one of the purpose 

of later workshops is to try to overcome some of our present constraints by essentially 

practical methods.  

 

In our units on reading, we were highly critical of the practice of reading aloud around 

the class. Since the real purpose of reading is to extract meaning from a text as efficiently 

as possible, reading aloud is counter- productive. It slows down the reading process and 

encourages thoroughly bad reading habits. It cannot, therefore, be a valid test of reading. 

But can it be a test of the candidate’s ability to produce acceptable speech sounds and 

patterns? 

 

Ask Yourself 
Can reading aloud be used as a test of pronunciation and fluency? 

 

This is a very contentious issue. Some language teachers would agree that reading aloud 

is bad practice when the emphasis is on understanding text, but would defend it when 

used sparingly as an indicator of speech production. Others would dismiss it completely 

and claim that reading aloud tests nothing other than itself, insisting that there are better 

ways to test oral skills. 

 

Another problem is that EFL specialists (in the good company of a great many other 

educationists) do not always practice what they preach. There is such a tradition of using 

reading aloud for the testing of speaking skills that it is difficult to initiate change – even 

when it is generally agreed that the procedure is highly suspend. The result of all this is 
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that many prestigious examination boards (e.g. University of Cambridge Examinations 

Syndicate_ still retain some form of reading aloud as part of a wider oral test. However, 

the qualifying expressions some form of and part of a wider test are very pertinent. 

 

What do these reading aloud tests consists of and how are they administered? Basically, 

they are of two kinds: the first kind is a monologue where the candidate is simply given a 

passage to read in isolation; the second kind is a dialogue where the candidate and the 

examiner share the reading of a suitable text. Here are examples of instructions that might 

accompany both. 

 

9.5.1 Monologue 
Candidates are given four passages for reading aloud and they have to choose one of 

them. The passages usually represent different text types. For instance, they might be 

a) a personal letter; b)  a piece of narrative; 

c) instructions for doing something; d)  a speech. 

 

Candidates are told that they have 10 minutes to study the passage and prepare 

themselves for the reading. 

 

9.5.2 Dialogue 
Candidates are again allowed to choose a dialogue from a limited number and given 

about 10 minutes to prepare it. Again, the dialogues should represent different situations 

and role relationships. For instance, they might be a) two friends chatting;   (b) a 

salesperson and customer;  (c) employer and employee;   (d) interviewer and celebrity. 

 

Where a dialogue is used, the candidate usually has the more dominant part but has to 

react appropriately to a developing situation, and a good candidate has to be sensitive to 

the examiner’s interpretation of his part. 

 

Questions 
 What do you think is one major difference between this kind of reading aloud and 

reading aloud around the class? 

 Which do you think is the more useful test, the monologue or the dialogue?  

 

Why? 

How should such a test be evaluated? What should the examiner be looking for? If you had 

set a reading passage as a test of a candidate’s oral ability, what would you be looking for? 

 

Activity 6 
Here is a list of various language features. Put a tick against those which you would be 

looking for if you set a reading passage as a test of oral ability.  

a) Good pronunciation of individual sounds 

b) Appropriate choice of vocabulary 

c) Correct stressing of words 

d) Correct grammatical patterns 
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e) Good features of connected speech (e.g. abbreviated forms, liking ‘r’) 

f) Appropriate intonation patterns 

g) Appropriate pace 

h) Effective cohesion 

 

9.5.3 Using A Picture 
Another format for an oral tests is to require the candidate to talk about a picture. It is 

important here to make a distinction between talk about and describe since the latter term 

might suggest another monologue consisting of a long boring list of the things that the 

candidate can see. What the examiner must do is to exploit the shared picture in order to 

initiate and develop conversation with the candidate. 

 

Example 
The candidate is given a picture showing an outdoor market scene. There are two fruit and 

vegetable stalls in the picture and a woman can be seen weighing some carrots. There are men 

and women customers with shopping bags. Most of the vegetables have their prices marked. 

 

The photograph in question is reproduced for you on the next page. 

Here is a suggested range of questions and topics for the examiner to develop with the 

candidate.  

 

Time allowed: 5 minutes. 

1. What is the scene in the picture? 

2. What are the people doing? 

3. What is the woman on the left doing? 

4. Why do people buy from such places? 

5. Do you ever shop in such a place, or does any member of your family? 

6. Is it useful to have all prices on view? 

7. Do you think there would be any bargaining here? 

8. Are outdoor markets an advantage or disadvantage? 

 

 
 

In this kind of test the candidate enters into a communicative dialogue with the examiner; 

he can answer certain questions quite briefly but elaborate on others. It is, above all, an 

interactive test. 
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In practice, the examiner must be very flexible and not stick rigidly to his list of questions. 

Since he interacts with the candidate, he must follow up what the candidate says. 
 

9.5.4 Role Play 
In this interactive test the candidate is given two or three situations to prepare very briefly 

in advance and is told that he and the examiner will act their parts in them. 
 

Example 

You lent a friend ten rupee some time ago and he has not returned it. You think he may 

have forgotten. Remind him politely and tell him that you need it. 

(Remember that he may disagree with you). 
 

Questions 

 How would you define an interactive test? 

 Look again at the language features that you ticked in Activity 8. Would you do the 

same for a role-play test? 

 

9.6 Event Based Test 
 

You will have seen from our small sample of oral tests that there are two extremes – from 

the prepared, almost stages, reading as a monologue to a natural interaction with the 

examiner. The interactive tests are an attempt to give a communicative element to testing 

so that it matches more recent developments in teaching. 

 

Increasingly language teaching is becoming concerned with communication and its 

objectives are being reassessed in those terms; language testing, however, has still by and 

large failed to develop techniques for measuring effectively the use which is made of 

language in a communicative situation. 

 

In a further attempt to remedy the situation that Morrow was complaining about, there is 

a growing interest in what is called an event-based test. Candidates are tested in small 

groups on their ability to understand and react to an event or incident seen in a video 

recording. Here is an outline of test procedure: 

1. Three candidates together view a video extract. 

2. After the first showing each candidate is handed a cue card to serve as a prompt or 

stimulus for his later participation in the discussion. 

3. The video is shown a second time. 

4. One examiner is in charge of the video and acts as chairman to ensure that each 

candidate has an equal opportunity to take part in the discussion. 

5. A second examiner takes no part in the interaction but acts as assessor, awarding 

marks to each individual candidate according to his performance in 5 areas: 

 a)  Pronunciation 

 b)  fluency 

 c)  grammatical accuracy 

 d)  Choice of vocabulary 

 e)  interaction routines. 
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9.7 Summary 
 
1. For test purposes it is very difficult to separate listening and speaking skills. 

2. As with reading, listening can be tested both as an intensive and extensive activity. 

3. The simplest form of a listening text, and one which does not involve other skills, 

is listening and doing. 

4. A useful kind of listening and drawing test is a picture dictation. 

5. Global listening requires the candidate to identify some of the major features of the 

passage as a whole. 

6. Detailed listening requires the candidate to pick up specific items of information. 

7. In a listening test based on a passage read aloud, global listening should come first. 

8. Listening to a talk on an academic subject requires sustained detailed listening. 

9. Such listening should normally be accompanied by note-taking. 

10. Dictation is now recognized as a valid language test which goes far beyond a 

traditional listening test. 

11. A partial dictation can be used as a discreet item test. 

12. With multiple-choice tests a flexible marking system should be used where 

possible. 

13. There is a general consensus that oral testing is very difficult to administer and 

assess; there is also a consensus that it should, nevertheless, be attempted. 

14. The lack of oral tests tends to diminish the importance of oral practice and 

development in the classroom. 

15. Reading aloud continues to be used as a test of oral ability, in monologue and 

dialogue form, but is of doubtful value. 

16. Any test involving a picture should encourage candidates to talk about or around it, 

not just to describe what they see. 

17. Role play can be the basis of a good oral test since both candidate and examiner 

interact together communicatively. 

18. Event-based tests are now being used more and more, but they are very demanding 

on resources. 
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